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Executive Summary 
This report aims to characterise the full potential for RaaS in Great Britain.  It presents the findings from an 
investigation into difference applications of RaaS within the electricity industry, and looks more widely at the 
involvement of different industries in the provision and/or adoption of RaaS.  The international perspective is 
also considered, as global opportunities will further increase the potential for in GB, through economies of 
scale and export opportunities. 

 

The Core Market - Remote & rural GB primary substations 

The initial RaaS concept relates to application in remote & rural areas that currently experience higher than 
typical numbers of power outages as conventional reinforcement is prohibitively costly.  Potential is clearly 
enhanced by factors that reduce the capital investment in a RaaS solution, or improve the value of the solution 
to the electricity system.  Within the RaaS project, these aspects will be explored further alongside the 
potential trial application of RaaS during Phase2 of the project, subject to a positive stage gate decision in early 
2022. 

Significant factors that increase potential of RaaS include: lower battery cost and/or improved performance; 
the use of existing batteries/DERs to deliver or support RaaS; the potential to use portable / re-deployable 
batteries in different locations at different times of year; investor confidence reducing finance costs; increasing 
VoLL (Value of Lost Load) to customers and/or reduced acceptance of interruptions; and higher risks of 
interruptions due to increasing impacts of severe weather events. 

Risks to RaaS include: Existing BESS schemes not meeting DNO requirements; highly bespoke BESS solutions 
being required requiring significant re-design (rather than tailoring) for each site (specification not viable for 
investors); inability for service providers to accurately forecast revenues from other flexibility market services 
(value stacking) or conflict between RaaS and other flexibility markets; lack of clarity in the structure of the 
commercial model; complex procurement and supplier engagement process and timescales, electricity market 
changes including dynamic pricing that could impact consumption patterns during a RaaS event. 

 

Wider GB DNO applications 

The provision of RaaS in less remote areas may become feasible due to penetration of DERs, and many of the 
same factors that increase the potential in remote areas, such as increasing VoLL with the electrification of 
heat and transport, may also help build the business case.  To realise this potential, there may be a need to add 
grid forming capability to exiting DERs, and so whilst RaaS may provide an additional income for such assets, 
the cost effectiveness of such retrofit would need to be considered. 

RaaS at higher voltage levels may also become feasible due to large-scale storage and other assets connected 
at 33 kV or above.  RaaS at this level may further support national black start from DER, and so the RaaS project 
continues to engage closely with National Grid ESO’s Distributed ReStart NIC project.  However, further work 
will be required to identify the technical and commercial potential for RaaS at higher voltage levels. 

At the secondary substation level, the Microresilience NIA project being run by Northern Powergrid (NPg) is 
investigating the potential scope for improving resilience at secondary substations by operating microgrids 
(incorporating local DER) and providing DC connectivity for batteries or other DERs.  The two projects will 
continue to liaise to share learning and identify potential synergies. 
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RaaS beyond distribution networks in industrial, commercial or other settings 

Energy solutions such as standby generation are already used within some industries  to provide resilience 
where the costs or impacts of interruptions to electricity supply are high, but typically these use conventional 
carbon-based systems such as diesel gensets. 

With the pressing requirement to reach Net Zero, there is interest in the use of batteries and other low-carbon 
technologies for resilience across multiple sectors.  Large industrial sites may look to use blue or green 
hydrogen, smaller sites are more likely to electrify.  The increasing deployment of electricity or energy storage 
technologies could present a significant opportunity for RaaS. 

For participation in DNO-led RaaS, industrial & commercial sites within RaaS areas could provide immediate 
potential for hosting RaaS assets, or supporting the RaaS BESS with energy, power or demand response.  
However, a barrier to participation could be perceptions regarding any potential impact on their own site’s 
resilience, and so clear communication and open engagement would be beneficial here.  Also, I&C sites may 
recognise benefits from the wider community-level resilience provided by RaaS, for example to workers whose 
homes and internet services relay on the local distribution grid, and/or local services such as schools, childcare 
provision, and retail businesses. 

 

The International RaaS Market 

This report has also looked in brief at the emerging global context for RaaS, by reviewing the scale and pace of 
development of microgrids in other countries as a means to indicate the interest and appetite for local and 
more dynamic network operation.  Key findings include: 

• There are increasing numbers of microgrids, particularly in remote areas, with adoption often driven by 
the aim of increasing the integration and use of local renewables 

• The GB I&C resilience opportunities discussed in this report also exist globally 

• Resilience of electricity supply remains a high priority issue globally 

• In countries with less developed electricity systems, the priority is related to the aims of providing a 
reliable an consistent electricity supply to an increasing proportion of the population, whilst 
reducing reliance on expensive, polluting, and/or difficult to reliably source fossil fuels 

• In countries with established electricity networks, the focus is on reducing carbon emissions and 
improving resilience in the face of increasing risk to rural networks from climate change 

• Microgrid technology is starting to shift the balance between the provision of grid-connected and 
islanded power systems, exemplified by an Australian example of a grid-connected community moving 
to an islanded microgrid due to the maintenance costs associated with supply from a very long, and 
vulnerable, feeder connection to the grid 

• The regions where the RaaS business model may be mirrored in a similar way to GB application include 
Australia, parts of the USA and parts of the EU where there are similarities in monopoly network 
regulation, competitive storage provision and more mature flexibility markets - many other countries in 
the process of growing their electricity systems could apply the RaaS concept as part of that 
development, with the assets required for RaaS also providing a range of beneficial network services, 
regardless of the associated regulatory environment. 
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Recommendations & next steps 

Based on the findings of this report, the following recommendations are made for further work within the RaaS 
project. 

 What Why 

1 Maintain engagement with Distributed 
ReStart & Microresilience; consider involving 
Open Networks Project and other 
stakeholders in discussions about resilience at 
different voltage levels 

DRZs and RaaS zones could overlap, as could RaaS 
and Microresilience, and this multi-level approach 
to resilience (top-down as well as bottom up) 
would require holistic consideration to identify the 
most appropriate solution, or combination of 
solutions, across a given network area 

2 Examine the business case for RaaS at higher 
voltage levels 

The use of RaaS at higher voltage levels is seen as 
desirable by some stakeholders, but the business 
case requires quantification  

3 Increase engagement with the water sector to 
test the hypothesis of alignment of water 
sector sites with RaaS  

Investigate the chance to align two sectors to 
deliver better outcomes for their shared customers 

4 Further consult customer stakeholders on 
their views of resilience 

Ensure that customer outcomes are fully captured 
in measures of resilience, including capturing 
technical or societal outcomes that are not directly 
measured or incentivised by current regulatory 
arrangements 

5 Consider the international importance of RaaS 
as a specific proposition within the microgrid 
domain  

The combination of the RaaS technology and 
business model could scale to countries outside GB 
creating opportunities for the UK to export 
technology and knowledge 

6 Undertake further scenario evaluation and 
sensitivity analysis on the business case for 
RaaS to understand factors that will influence 
the cost and value of RaaS 

This will indicate how changes could strengthen, or 
impact, the potential of RaaS 

7 Further consider the interaction between 
RaaS and the move to half-hourly settlement 
and time of use / dynamic tariffs 

Tariffs influence behaviour, and any potential 
disconnect between grid wholesale prices and 
islanded generation & demand (whether under a 
RaaS scheme or otherwise) will need to be given 
further consideration by the industry and Ofgem. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 RaaS Project Overview 

The Resilience as a Service (RaaS) Network Innovation Competition project seeks to improve the operational 
resilience of electricity distribution networks in remote areas.  The aim is to develop and trial a new market-
based solution which uses services provided by a Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) together with local 
Distributed Energy Resources (DER) to swiftly, automatically, restore power to customers in the event of a fault 
(illustrated in Figure 1).  Through temporary operation of the network in islanded mode, RaaS will maintain 
supply to customers during the time required for a DNO to repair the fault or to dispatch a conventional diesel 
generator to site for a longer-term issue. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Topology of the RaaS technical solution 

The RaaS concept would deliver low carbon, cost-effective network resilience to improve security of supply for 
communities in areas susceptible to power outages, supporting the UK’s transition to Net Zero.  The project is a 
partnership between SSEN, E.ON and Costain, and has been awarded funding through Ofgem’s Network 
Innovation Competition. 

The first phase of the project focuses on site selection, system design for the chosen demonstration site, and 
refinement of the business case for RaaS. This stage will inform a decision during 2021 on whether to proceed 
with the deployment and operation of a RaaS system at the chosen site for a trial period of up to two years. 

The key outcomes from the RaaS project are: 

1. Detailed evaluation of the potential technical feasibility and financial viability of the RaaS concept from 
both the DNO and RaaS Service Provider perspectives 

2. Engagement with all stakeholders to understand perceptions and incorporate wider thinking into 
development of the RaaS proposition 

3. Building on 1 & 2, a successful demonstration at a site on SSEN’s SHEPD network to provide learning on the 
technical application of RaaS and its performance to improve security of supply to customers 

4. A scalable and replicable business model for RaaS that gives a strong business case for DNOs and RaaS 
Service Providers (including an evaluation of the potential for revenue stacking with other flexibility 
services markets) and supports development of a competitive supply chain for RaaS 

5. Evaluation of the requirements for a second potential RaaS site to support a BAU DNO procurement 
process, incorporating technical and commercial learning provided by the RaaS project and implementation 
at the selected trial site 
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1.2 Context and Purpose of this Report 

The high-level Cost Benefit Analysis work carried out on to inform development of the RaaS project NIC 
(Network Innovation Competition) submission identified 111 potential candidate sites for RaaS across GB 
electricity distribution networks.   

To evaluate the potential for RaaS in more detail, and to maximise the attractiveness of the RaaS concept to 
both DNOs and potential RaaS Service Providers, the RaaS project aims to create a thriving market for the 
provision of RaaS to DNOs.  Work Packages 5 (Business Model), 6 (Supply Chain) and 8 (Dissemination) are all 
designed to ensure this outcome is delivered. 

Work Package 6, of which this report is part, is concerned with the development of supply chains to ensure that 
DNOs can, with confidence, procure RaaS solutions from a range of potential providers, and in turn RaaS 
Service Providers are able to draw on a range of competing suppliers of hardware, systems, and project 
services.  DNOs and electricity customers will benefit from the experience that these suppliers gain through 
projects and initiatives outside the scope of the RaaS project, similarly the work of the RaaS project will be 
more broadly applicable.  Further, traditional approaches used by DNOs (redundancy in the network, standby 
generators) are widely used in other industrial sectors and so may also open to innovative solutions.  
Therefore, there is likely to be greater potential for the technical and commercial learnings from RaaS to be 
more widely applied in Great Britain, beyond the 111 remote and rural DNO sites, and the lessons from the 
RaaS project could help unlock these opportunities.  Given the ongoing reduction in the cost of battery storage, 
it is expected that there is increasing activity towards low-carbon resilience outside the electricity distribution 
sector.  Better understanding and dissemination of the RaaS concept and potential opportunities in these wider 
applications is likely to promote better supply chain engagement and competition, particularly with the more 
unique requirements of RaaS compared to other energy storage use cases (i.e. seamless islanding & black 
start). 

The purpose of this C6.1 report is to therefore understand the wider RaaS opportunity and developments of 
similar technical or commercial approaches elsewhere in GB, and identify opportunities to scale the RaaS 
technical approach and business model. 

 

1.3 Approach Used to Appraise the Broader Potential for RaaS 

The approach to this study is largely qualitative and based on stakeholder engagement.  This qualitative 
approach will identify potential applications of RaaS, which can then be quantified by way of further evaluation 
and assessment. 

To understand the wider potential for RaaS in GB, and current related developments in this area, the project 
team engaged with energy and resilience experts within and beyond DNOs to investigate potential in the 5 
areas beyond application at the demonstration site: 

• Remote & rural GB primary substations (e.g. the estimated 111 candidate sites identified during the 
preparation of the NIC bid submission for RaaS) 

• Any wider GB DNO applications that may become viable (for instance due to adding RaaS capability to 
assets deployed primarily for other reasons, including by communities)df 

• RaaS at higher voltage levels (e.g. above 33/11kV primaries) and lower (secondary substations) in 
remote GB DNO sites 

• GB deployments beyond distribution networks - in commercial or industrial settings 

• Further searches for relevant overseas examples of dynamic network resilience 
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Figure 2: The potential of RaaS 
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2 RaaS Potential in Remote and Rural Distribution Network Areas 
Ensuring that additional RaaS sites across GB can be successfully delivered following the trial at Drynoch is a 
key aim of the project. 

The formative idea for RaaS is to improve the operational resilience of electricity distribution networks in rural 
areas that experience higher than typical numbers of power outages.  The pre-project NIC Full Submission for 
RaaS1 identified over 100 ‘candidate sites’ for the potential application of RaaS at remote locations across GB, 
reflecting a series of assumptions about the potential business case: 

• RaaS mainly has value in areas that lack redundant network connectivity, including sites which comply 
with an alternative standard to, or have a derogation from, EREC P2/7 

• An investment in a new BESS is likely to be needed to deliver RaaS (whereas in future it may become 
possible to deliver RaaS by adding a RaaS control system to existing BESS scheme and/or other DERs) 

• The case against which RaaS is assessed is traditional network reinforcement, with candidate sites 
representing locations where conventional reinforcement is prohibitively costly 

The purpose of this section of the report is to identify opportunities that will promote, and issues that may 
prevent, the wider roll out of RaaS at primary substations on remote or rural networks. 

The future roll-out of RaaS to suitable locations will demonstrate a high return on electricity customers’ 
investment in the project. 

 

2.1 Opportunities associated with the business case for RaaS 

The application of RaaS in remote network locations offers a means to improve security of supply where 
conventional reinforcement is prohibitively costly. 

The scope for deployment will be influenced by many factors that could improve the business case for RaaS, 
thereby increasing the number of opportunities and enhancing the market potential.  In addition to promoting 
the rural implementation of RaaS, these factors will also act as enablers to the deployment of RaaS technology 
or commercial models in additional sectors identified within other sections of this report.   

The following paragraphs summarise key opportunities associated with the future business case for RaaS. 

Battery costs & availability: Reducing costs of suitable battery storage technology, for example due to 
increasing competition within the market, improved battery chemistry or economies of scale in 
manufacture or procurement, including for batteries of the scale typically required for RaaS, will lead to an 
overall reduced cost of providing RaaS. 

Battery technology: Improved battery technology could increase the longevity of battery components, or 
increase the energy density thereby reducing the size of RaaS installations (requiring less land for 
implementation) or allowing greater headroom capacity for participation in other flexibility markets. 

RaaS retrofit: It may become possible to retrofit RaaS controls and grid forming capability to existing 
batteries and DERs, providing existing assets with an additional revenue stream. 

Portable / re-deployable RaaS: Containerised BESS systems could be redeployed across a distribution 
network, based on need.  For instance, a RaaS battery might primarily support networks with high EV 
charging requirements due to tourism in spring and summer, whilst providing RaaS to other vulnerable 
areas in autumn and winter.   

 
1 www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2019/11/sseen07_raas_full_submission_v2_redacted_logo_removed.pdf  

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2019/11/sseen07_raas_full_submission_v2_redacted_logo_removed.pdf
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Investor certainty: Increasing investor certainty about returns, and familiarity with the RaaS product, will 
reduce perceived risk, and the cost of capital for RaaS projects could decline, as the energy sector has seen 
with other asset types such as solar and offshore wind. 

Growth of DERs: Further deployment of DERs within a RaaS zone could reduce the battery energy capacity 
required for RaaS or increase the duration of fault that could be covered by increasing supply (distributed 
generation & technologies like vehicle-2-grid (V2G)) or by reducing demand (Demand Side Response (DSR) 
technologies).  In addition, by providing a means to absorbing excess local generation, a RaaS resource 
may enable new Distributed Generation (DG) to connect to the network in locations where network 
constraints would otherwise prevent development or impacts on investors’ business case for DG. 

Growing reliance on electricity: The electrification of heat and mobility associated with the transition to 
net zero will increase customer reliance on their electricity supply.  Similarly society has become much 
more dependent on Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) for personal and business 
connectivity.  These factors are likely to increase the Value of Lost Load (VoLL) to customers, thereby 
enhancing the DNO business case for RaaS.   

Increased severe weather events: More frequent severe weather events associated with climate change 
may lead to increased numbers of network faults, again driving a higher VoLL used to assess the business 
case for RaaS at specific network locations. 

It should be noted that some of these factors also strengthen the business case for conventional 
reinforcement, however, a key opportunity for RaaS is the fact that it also provides ‘optionality’ for the DNO. 
This is of value as security of supply can be quickly improved through RaaS, allowing time for changing demand 
patterns to be understood prior to any potential subsequent investment in network reinforcement.   

As real costs become known through Phase 2 of the project the business case will be revisited, and it is 
recommended that this includes scenario testing around a number of these factors using ranges of plausible 
values to identify how these opportunities could strengthen the potential of RaaS. 

 

2.2 Opportunities associated with development of the RaaS concept 

In addition to developing an archetype for the innovative technology required to implement RaaS, the project 
is working to consolidate the RaaS concept and provide a clear representation to stakeholders of the market 
structure for the application of RaaS by GB DNOs. 

This section summarises a number of key aspects of work which seek to develop and clarify the market design, 
and thereby open the supply chain for RaaS. 

Clear definition of roles 

As the project has progressed, several key roles have become clear, as summarised in Table 1.  Whilst in some 
cases a single integrated organisation may fulfil more than one role, this would not be the case for all RaaS 
schemes. 

Further work within the RaaS project2 has considered how these roles may integrate in a commercial approach 
that recognises the capabilities necessary to fulfil each of the roles, allows interested parties to map their 
current expertise to RaaS, or identify areas where they can build skills for participation in RaaS, which could 
also support their engagement with other flexibility markets. 

 

 

 

 
2 Deliverable C6.2 ‘Risk rating and suggested procurement method for each role’ 
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Table 1 - High level organisational roles associated with RaaS 

RaaS Role Description 

Customer Domestic, commercial or industrial energy users, and G98/G99 connected 
generators, who will benefit from RaaS through a reduction in power outages, 
but have no direct commercial participation in the RaaS scheme - RaaS has no 
influence on the behaviour of these Customers during a RaaS event, and no 
behaviour change is assumed. 

For the RaaS demonstration site it is currently assumed that all energy 
consumers and generators connected to Drynoch primary substation will be 
Customers, however more active participation in RaaS will be researched 
during the trial phase of the project. 

Distribution Network 
Operator (DNO) 

The DNO that procures RaaS to improve security of supply for Customers.   

As the DNO partner in the RaaS project, SSEN take this role. 

RaaS Service Provider 

 

The commercial entity that invests, deploys and operates RaaS to meet 
contractual obligations and optimise revenues through participation in other 
energy and flexibility services markets. 

As a Project Partner, E.ON would fulfil this role for the RaaS trial scheme, 
noting that the project budget covers the cost of providing the BESS for the 
demonstration site. 

Aggregator Third party intermediaries specialising in coordinating or aggregating demand 
response from individual consumers to provide services to the energy industry 
and/or customers. 

Aggregators send signals to their consumers to modify their demand as a 
response to market price signals3 and/or network or System Operator 
requirements. 

Whilst under BAU the RaaS Service Provider may also be an aggregator, in the 
context of the RaaS project this definition excludes the RaaS Service Provider, 
and refers to any other aggregators with controllable assets within the RaaS 
area. 

Electricity Suppliers Companies with an energy supply license, to whom customers pay their 
electricity bills.  Electricity suppliers may be able to influence the delivery of 
RaaS in the future by way of dynamic tariffs. 

Electricity System 
Operator (ESO) 

The ESO is responsible for balancing electricity supply and demand, and 
therefore keeping the lights on.  As the largest single buyer of flexibility 
services, the ESO will be an important customer for RaaS Service Providers. 

Equipment/Service 
Suppliers 

Providers of equipment or services required to implement RaaS, such as the 
BESS, RaaS controllers, cabling, telecoms equipment, and testing & 
commissioning activities. 

For the RaaS project demonstration, E.ON are leading the BESS procurement 
activity, with SSEN procuring the DNO side elements of the RaaS scheme. 

Host Organisations providing physical space for the RaaS BESS and its connection to 
the network. 

 
3 ‘Aggregators - Barriers and External Impacts’, PA Consulting Group for Ofgem, May 2016, 
www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/aggregators-barriers-and-external-impacts-report-pa-consulting 

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/aggregators-barriers-and-external-impacts-report-pa-consulting
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For BAU delivery of RaaS, Hosts could be any site that has space, appropriate 
connection to electricity networks, and where planning consent can be 
obtained (or is not required).  For the purpose of developing and implementing 
an initial scheme for trial and demonstration purposes, the host for the RaaS 
scheme to be implemented during Phase 2 of the project will be SSEN. 

Investor Entities choosing to invest in a RaaS scheme(s) or evaluating the business case 
to invest in RaaS.  Prior project work reported in C4.1/C5.2 ‘DNO/ESO Views of 
Flexibility Markets and Alignment of RaaS to These Markets’ report in has 
indicated that potential investors could include utilities, private equity, 
institutional investors and community organisations. 

Different investors bring with them different levels of motivation, risk appetite, 
portfolio effects and capabilities in their understanding of energy/flexibility 
markets like RaaS. 

Contractors 

 

Providers of services required to install a RaaS scheme, including 
construction/civil engineering services, maintenance services or security 
services. Such services could be provided by suitable local contractors well 
located to attend the site.  

Regulator Ofgem (Office of Gas and Electricity Markets) regulates the electricity industry, 
including licenced electricity distribution and transmission network operators, 
competitive market generators, suppliers/retailers and aggregators.  It takes 
decisions on price controls and uses incentives to drive cost effective delivery 
of energy systems that meet customer requirements and fulfil other policy 
objectives4. 

Supporters Supporters are customers within the RaaS area who contribute power or 
energy management services during a RaaS event, as distinct from the 
Customer definition above where no change in electricity demand or supply is 
assumed. 

A Supporter’s action helps the RaaS scheme by extending the duration of 
islanded operation (or reducing the battery capacity required for RaaS), 
however the assets are not directly controlled by command signals from the 
RaaS Energy Management System. 

It is apparent that there may be multiple types of Supporter, for example: 

- Individuals, businesses or organisations that modify their energy 
consumption during a RaaS event in recognition that this can help to 
prolong the period of time that RaaS could provide supply for during a fault 
(e.g. by reacting to a communication from the DNO and deferring electricity 
consumption until normal grid operation resumes) 

- Customers that defer or change consumption during a RaaS event in 
response to a pricing signal (e.g. by responding to a dynamic change in tariff, 
whether manually or via automated devices/controls) 

- Those with a commercial relationship with the RaaS Service Provider, 
allowing the service provider to request a response from the Supporter’s 
DSR (Demand Side Response), energy storage, or generation capabilities. 

Over time there may be merit in further distinguishing this role according to 
the type of engagement and response (e.g. manual or automated, demand 
turn down or generation, etc.). 

 
4 www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofgem 

http://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/ofgem
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Standardisation of RaaS procurement processes 
Whilst DNO are working to standardise the service descriptions of their emerging flexibility products through 
the ENA’s Open Networks5 project, prior project work reported in C4.1/C5.1 ‘Stakeholder Views of RaaS and 
Flexibility Markets’ noted that DNOs are taking different approaches to defining and publicising requirements, 
engaging with potential flexibility market suppliers, and procuring different services.  This may also be the case 
with RaaS, for example some DNOs may tender specifically for RaaS, or others may wish to bundle RaaS 
procurement with other flexibility services.  

Further, different DNOs may have different levels of internal resource and capability to support the scoping 
and specification of service requirements to be procured. 

Feedback received from project stakeholder engagement activities supports the view that there is a need for 
standardisation to promote broad third-party engagement, whilst acknowledging site specific requirements 
and characteristics. 

The RaaS project seeks to align the RaaS concept with the work being undertaken within Open Networks, 
however the appetite and capability of DNOs to standardise RaaS procurement processes across the industry 
will provide better clarity to potential suppliers and investors to support the future roll out of RaaS.  This will 
include consideration of:  

• The extent to which a generic framework be applied to specify RaaS requirements at individual locations 
on a consistent basis across a DNO region, and between DNOs 

• How the commercial model can be structured to involve different organisations that may play a role in 
RaaS delivery, and the commercial approaches6 that will delivers benefits to customers whilst providing 
an attractive opportunity for potential RaaS investors/service providers 

• How DNOs should engage with a RaaS providers and other parts of the supply chain during the 
procurement process - what visibility of progress, stakeholder engagement, or decision-making in 
delivery is desirable? 

An understanding of practical approaches associated with these questions will support DNOs in fully realising 
the potential of RaaS. 

Streamlining analysis processes 

For the deployment of RaaS, DNO analysis is required both to determine the service required (e.g. level of 
demand to be met, duration of RaaS event to be supported), and to understand any technical requirements for 
the application of RaaS (e.g. changes to protection and earthing schemes). 

RaaS Service Providers can then use information on the service required together with their own analysis of 
potential revenues from other flexibility markets to determine an appropriate battery size and indicate the fee 
they would seek for implementing a scheme which meets the required specifications. 

Comprehensive analysis undertaken within the project has provided detailed information with regard to 
technical and commercial aspects associated with the application of RaaS as a new concept for improving 
security of supply.  This required the development of approaches for:  

• Identifying sites that may benefit from RaaS and evaluating the DNO business case 

• Defining RaaS service requirements 

• Appraising participation in other flexibility markets alongside RaaS 

• Determining RaaS system design and control requirements 

 
5 www.energynetworks.org/creating-tomorrows-networks/open-networks 
6 The Construction Playbook (2020), published by HM Government provides an overview of different types of delivery 
model that can be used in infrastructure projects, and can support infrastructure clients in selecting delivery models based 
on the attributes of the project 

http://www.energynetworks.org/creating-tomorrows-networks/open-networks
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This work is available to inform external stakeholders of the analysis necessary to implement RaaS, and 
consider the level of detail necessary to provide sufficient information for future roll-out by DNOs and 
engagement by the market.  Further, the analysis can be reviewed to evaluate the extent to which processes 
can be developed to streamline the RaaS assessment for individual sites, in line with existing DNO or potential 
RaaS Service Provider processes and practices.   

Increasing levels of DER and uptake of sustainable energy technologies 

Growing levels of DER and uptake of technologies such as EVs and heat pumps, along with continuing 
development of battery technologies, mean that whilst aims to standardise RaaS may be beneficial in the short 
term to develop the market for RaaS, the concept must acknowledge the continual evolution of the RaaS 
solution. 

The project continues to develop the commercial model for RaaS, including evaluation of how this may change 
with time, and seeks to create a procurement approach that leads to optimum solutions, potentially delivered 
involving multiple organisations with distinct roles, responsibilities and relationships. 

 

2.3 Risks to widescale RaaS deployment 

This section presents key investor and supply chain risks identified through the project’s stakeholder 
engagement activities.  As this may limit the opportunities for RaaS deployment to improve security of supply 
across GB DNO networks, or indeed reach its full potential for wider application as described within the 
subsequent sections of this report, the project will continue to identify, communicate, and implement 
appropriate mitigation measures.  

Investor Risks 

Previous work within the project7 evaluated risks from the perspective of a potential RaaS investor and/or 
service provider (i.e. the organisation/s responsible for delivering the RaaS asset and operating the scheme).  
This identified 73 risks which were in turn classified by significance.  Following identification of appropriate 
mitigation measures, only four remained significant, either due to their likelihood of occurrence or their 
potential impact on investors.  The key risks identified are: 

• The functionality of the BESS scheme does not meet DNO RaaS requirements - due to technical design 
or battery unavailability 

• The inability to forecast revenues from other flexibility market services with relative certainty (thereby 
making it difficult to quantify value stacking as part of the investor business case) - the storage and 
flexibility market is complex due to the range of services batteries can be used to provide 

• DNO specifications presented during successive procurement/tendering rounds are financially unviable 
for investors, and so time spent in developing capabilities cannot be capitalised on 

• Conflict between participation in RaaS and other flexibility market services 

Supply Chain Risks 

In addition to the investor risks, through discussions held with stakeholders from the electricity industry and 
from other sectors in developing this report, the project team has identified several potential barriers for RaaS 
associated with the supply chain.  The following points summarise those barriers, and detail is also provided in 
later sections of the report where relevant. 

It is recognised that the majority of battery energy storage schemes (BESS) sold at relate to two key 
predominant markets -i.e. consumer scale residential batteries, and very large, utility-scale projects with 
projects in advanced development appearing to average 30 MW8.  As RaaS schemes may be at the 1-5 MW & 

 
7 RaaS E5.2 ‘Investor Risk Evaluation’, E.ON, May 2021 
8 Top ten UK battery storage projects forecast for 2021 completion | Solar Power Portal 

https://www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/blogs/top_ten_uk_battery_storage_projects_forecast_for_2021_completion
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MWh scale, the initial availability of suitable batteries may impact on the potential cost of, or number of 
interested suppliers for, RaaS batteries.  However, as described in Section 0, anecdotal evidence suggests that 
batteries required for data centres or other industrial customers may be of a similar scale/capacity typically 
required for RaaS, thereby increasing the demand for such batteries and resulting in economies of scale for the 
market. 

Further, there is a clear opportunity for RaaS investors to drive competition as two different types of supplier 
could see opportunity in competing to provide storage for RaaS investors: 

• Battery integrators, who currently focus on storage and flexibility solutions at larger scale, but have 
deep expertise in BESS and energy markets which could be applied to the RaaS solution 

• Backup power providers, who provide diesel gensets or batteries for uninterruptible power supply (UPS) 
applications like data centres, and who could also diversify into providing energy storage schemes to 
RaaS investors 

 

2.4 Considerations associated with Half Hourly Metering 

Ofgem has announced that half-hourly settlement (HHS) will be mandatory for all customers from October 
20259.  Moving away from assumed demand profiles will give electricity retailers significantly greater 
transparency over when individual customers use electricity, increasing their ability to match wholesale power 
purchase to actual demand.  This may also lead to greater availability of time-of-use (ToU) tariffs, and 
potentially increasing use of automation which is now appearing in the market to help consumers respond to 
pricing signals. 

Assuming that DNOs also access data, albeit in aggregated form for data protection purposes, a move to HHS 
will give greater visibility of local demand and generation, improving the DNO’s ability to forecast demand and 
define RaaS requirements (i.e. the battery capacity that must be reserved to meet expected demand in the 
event of a fault) for a given location.  More refined requirements will reduce uncertainty and risk when 
specifying RaaS service levels, further, the use of dynamic RaaS requirements (e.g. notified a day or week 
ahead) may support increased participation in other flexibility markets by the RaaS Service Provider. 

Conversely, a widespread shift to more dynamic electricity pricing could adversely impact RaaS schemes.  A 
major risk factor for remote networks relates to severe weather - particularly high winds which may damage 
33kV single feed overhead lines supplying the primary substation.  At such times, the GB-wide generation mix is 
likely to include a high proportion of wind power, which may lead to lower wholesale power prices.  Therefore, 
at points where RaaS may be more likely to be utilised, local customers on dynamic tariffs may be seeing low 
prices, thereby being incentivised to consume, which would reduce the duration of time that a RaaS battery 
would be able to provide power for in the event of an outage. 

Ofgem’s Electricity Settlement Reform Significant Code Review placed distribution charging outside the scope 
of the review, so it seems unlikely that DNOs could use a dynamic distribution charge to create a real-time, 
proactive incentive to influence a reduction in consumption during a RaaS event.  It is expected that this 
disconnect between grid wholesale prices and islanded generation & demand (whether under a RaaS scheme 
or otherwise) will need to be given further consideration by the industry and Ofgem to maintain fairness and 
equity. 

Beyond these considerations, the electricity market has evolved significantly since privatisation, and will 
continue to do so.  Some organisations, such as the Energy Systems Catapult, believe that more substantial 
restructuring will be required to deliver Net Zero10.  Associated changes may impact the market for RaaS along 

 
9 www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/electricity-retail-market-wide-half-hourly-settlement-decision-and-full-business-case 
10 ‘Rethinking Electricity Markets - EMR 2.0’, 2021, https://es.catapult.org.uk/reports/rethinking-electricity-markets-the-
case-for-emr-2 

http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/electricity-retail-market-wide-half-hourly-settlement-decision-and-full-business-case
https://es.catapult.org.uk/reports/rethinking-electricity-markets-the-case-for-emr-2/
https://es.catapult.org.uk/reports/rethinking-electricity-markets-the-case-for-emr-2/
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with other flexibility services products, therefore as proposals are brought forward by Government, Ofgem or 
others, the potential impact on flexibility markets will need to be considered. 
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3 RaaS Potential Beyond Remote Distribution Network Areas 
Whilst this project is focused on the application of RaaS to improve security of supply for remote and rural 
distribution networks, ongoing developments within the energy system, and wider society, may have 
additional, significant implications for the application of RaaS in urban areas. 

This section considers the potential for RaaS to find use cases within urban networks. 

 

3.1 Potential benefits of RaaS to urban DNO networks 

The RaaS project team have spoken with academics at two leading UK universities - the University of Warwick 
and Cardiff University.  Cardiff have recently commenced a collaborative international project looking at how 
control and AC/DC networks can make urban electricity systems more sustainable, fault tolerant and 
resilience11.  That project has identified a number of reasons why it may be beneficial to further enhance 
resilience and continuity of electricity supply on urban networks: 

• Dependence on broadband makes short interruptions/fluctuations more inconvenient for customers 

• Growing dependence on electric heat and mobility increases the impact on customers of longer 
interruptions to supply 

• Increasing dependence on electricity for these reasons increases the cost of short, medium and long 
term grid failures in terms of Value of Lost Load to customers 

• Threats due to e.g. extreme weather events as a result of human-induced climate change, or cyber-
attacks to critical infrastructure, may increase the likelihood or impact of power outages 

The collaboration is somewhat focused on overseas areas where networks are perceived to be generally less 
reliable. However, the UK is included within the scope of their work and with 83% of the UK population living in 
urban areas, these factors are equally relevant to GB electricity networks. 

A further consideration with regards to the benefit of RaaS for urban networks, and indeed at higher voltage 
levels, is the interdependence of societal infrastructure.  Examples of the impact of such interrelationships 
were evident during the August 2019 widespread power outage on the GB electricity network12: 

• Ipswich hospital lost critical supplies because a back-up genset failed to operate13 

• 31 trains operating the Thameslink route were stranded because the low grid frequency caused 
protection systems to activate thereby cutting the power supply, further, recovery procedures 
depended on the software version installed on each trains’ computer14: 

• trains running version 3.25 could be recovered by the driver 

• trains running version 3.27 required a Siemens engineer to attend to reset the train 

The Cardiff University project will assess the potential to fully exploit the coordination of dispersed resources 
within an urban power network to improve flexibility and the ability to maintain critical services at times of 
extreme stress on the energy system, using an Internet of Things (IoT) based data-driven model to support 
decision making.  A combination of power electronics, coordinated control of EVs, hybrid AC/DC networks and 
dispersed generation/storage are being investigated as solutions to release the capacity of existing AC lines, 
thereby potentially avoiding faults associated with breaching thermal or voltage limits.  It is also clear from our 

 
11 ‘Sustainable urban power supply through intelligent control and enhanced restoration of AC/DC networks’, April 2020 to 
March 2023, Cardiff University, https://gow.epsrc.ukri.org/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/T021985/1 
12 www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2020/01/9_august_2019_power_outage_report.pdf 
13 www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-suffolk-49299837 
14 www.orr.gov.uk/media/10752/download 

https://gow.epsrc.ukri.org/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/T021985/1
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2020/01/9_august_2019_power_outage_report.pdf
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-suffolk-49299837
https://www.orr.gov.uk/media/10752/download
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conversations that the RaaS concept could provide a viable option for supporting restoration of supply to 
islanded areas of urban networks. 

The researchers are still some way from understanding the benefits and costs of the proposed approaches, and 
appropriate delivery/commercial models - for example some elements, such as DC networks and power 
electronics, might be delivered via regulated capital programmes, and others provided via flexibility market 
services such as RaaS.  However this wider view on future requirements for resilience on urban electricity 
network supports the RaaS project’s intention to develop a technology-neutral and future-proofed commercial 
model for RaaS, whilst recognising that it is not possible to foresee and accommodate every possible future 
way in which resilience may be delivered. 

The University of Warwick discussed their Regional Energy Systems Operator project, run in conjunction with 
the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA)15.  This project reflects the increasing focus on whole-system 
decarbonisation, at lowest cost, and in a socially acceptable way that is also appealing to customers.  The scope 
of that project includes an assumption that the resilience of energy networks will be maintained in line with 
current industry standards and regulations, and so novel approaches for improving resilience, such as RaaS, are 
recognised as key to cost effective compliance with those standards in line with decarbonisation of the grid.  
Given the changing energy system, and assuming that the RaaS technical demonstration is successful, further 
engagement is merited to understand the value of embedding RaaS technology in more complex, multi-vector 
urban energy networks. 

 

3.2 RaaS potential for IDNOs and Private Wire Networks 

Independent Distribution Network Operators (IDNOs) develop, operate and maintain smaller, local electricity 
distribution networks inset within DNO networks.  These networks may be directly connected to the regional 
DNO network, or indirectly connected to the DNO via another IDNO.   

Costain surveyed publicly available information from all IDNOs listed on Ofgem’s website16 to understand 
whether smart/microgrid technologies, as well as the use of battery energy storage to provide grid-resilience, 
are topics being addressed by IDNOs.  Our analysis suggests that whilst some IDNOs, also some Independent 
Connection Provider (ICPs), do deliver grid connections for BESS and decentralised energy schemes, this is 
typically to enable export to grid or participation in wider, national flexibility markets, rather than providing 
local resilience or microgrids17. 

At the time of writing, only one IDNO18 was promoting microgrid technologies for resilience.  However, its case 
studies are not UK-based (indicating early market maturity in the UK), and the focus appears to be on the 
industrial and commercial sector discussed in Section 0 of this report.   

Many public GB IDNO projects are new housing developments, and no evidence was found that this area of the 
market is considering enhanced resilience.  It can be speculated whether a more resilient/autonomous 
electricity system could become a selling point in new-build houses as customer needs and expectations 
regarding electricity supply evolve, however other factors (e.g. location, size, gardens) may continue to 
dominate home buyer behaviour. 

In summary, network resilience is an emerging topic for IDNOs, however is likely to be focused on industrial 
locations during the early stages of uptake.  

 
15 https://warwick.ac.uk/research/priorities/energy-grp/research/hp-contents/reso/  
16 www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/list-all-electricity-licensees-including-suppliers 
17 two such examples from Eclipse Power are https://eclipsepower.co.uk/project/wicken-battery-storage & 
https://eclipsepower.co.uk/project/minety-battery-storage 
18 https://group.vattenfall.com/uk/what-we-do/our-uk-business/vattenfall-network-solutions, https://network-
solutions.vattenfall.co.uk/services/smart-grids-and-micro-grids 

https://warwick.ac.uk/research/priorities/energy-grp/research/hp-contents/reso/
http://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications/list-all-electricity-licensees-including-suppliers
https://eclipsepower.co.uk/project/wicken-battery-storage
https://eclipsepower.co.uk/project/minety-battery-storage
https://group.vattenfall.com/uk/what-we-do/our-uk-business/vattenfall-network-solutions
https://network-solutions.vattenfall.co.uk/services/smart-grids-and-micro-grids
https://network-solutions.vattenfall.co.uk/services/smart-grids-and-micro-grids
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4 RaaS Potential at Different Voltage Levels 
The RaaS project is focussed on developing and trialling a solution to improve resilience at 33/11kV primary 
substations, however high levels of resilience are required across all voltage levels. 

This section considers the scope for elements of the RaaS concept and control technology to be adopted to 
higher and lower voltage levels across electricity networks. 

 

4.1 Expanding the Scope of RaaS into Higher Voltage Levels 

4.1.1 RaaS supporting higher voltage distribution networks 

Project team conversations with DNO stakeholders have indicated a clear interest in applying this concept at 
higher levels of the distribution network, e.g. supporting the 33kV network upstream of a primary substation. 

Here, whilst the frequency of unplanned outages may be lower than for remote primary substations, the 
financial implications of such events are much greater due to the higher numbers of customers impacted.  This 
financial impact can be valued with regard to the CI/CML penalties experienced by the DNO, and in terms of 
the Value of Lost Load to customers affected by the power cut. 

A number of other factors may increase the attractiveness and scope for implementing RaaS technology at 
higher DNO voltage levels: 

• An increasing application of battery storage to larger renewable sites (e.g. 33 kV connected PV schemes 
or 132 kV connected wind farms) to improve the business case for such schemes could provide 
technology which could be utilised to provide RaaS, thereby creating an additional income stream for 
the renewable site - this will be further enhanced if such batteries are implemented with grid forming 
capability (rather than solely grid following as is typically the case at present, and so a potential missed 
opportunity) thereby enabling the battery to support network operation in islanded mode - this would 
have a further benefit to the renewable scheme in that the RaaS service would allow the site to 
continue generating and exporting energy at times when that zero carbon electricity, and any related 
income, would otherwise have been lost due to a power cut 

• A battery installed to provide RaaS has the capability to participate in other markets, so in addition to 
accessing existing flexibility markets, this could allow the asset to support future policy aims linked to 
Net Zero, or other initiatives to support a more decentralised and democratic energy system being 
called for by certain sectors, such as future peer to peer trading19 

• RaaS support higher voltage areas of the distribution network that would otherwise experience loss of 
supply when falling grid frequency causes them to be automatically disconnected to preserve the 
overall GB system 

• Planned maintenance represents a further area where RaaS may have value by allowing previously 
critical elements of the network to be de-energised without loss of supply to customers 

Whilst there are additional complexities associated with network interconnections at these higher voltage 
levels, and the potential coordination of a number of RaaS battery assets to meet demand across a wider area, 
learning provided by the RaaS project, and capabilities developed within the supply chain, could support the 
future evolution of RaaS to application at higher voltage levels. 

Though it is outside the scope of the RaaS project to assess the business case for the application of RaaS at 
different voltage levels, there is a clear case for investigating the technical feasibility and financial viability of 
this concept following the successful application of RaaS at primary substation level. 

 
19 https://powerforpeople.org.uk/the-local-electricity-bill 

https://powerforpeople.org.uk/the-local-electricity-bill
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4.1.2 RaaS & National Distributed Black Start 

It is also recognised that resilience at transmission level may present opportunities or synergies with the RaaS 
solution at distribution level. 

National Grid ESO’s Distributed ReStart project is investigating the potential for national black start through the 
use of DER, as an alternative to the black start capability currently provided by centralised generation.  This 
recognises the changing nature of the GB electricity system and transition to Net Zero. 

The Distributed ReStart concept is formed around the creation of Distributed ReStart Zone (DRZ), within which 
grid forming anchor generation black starts the local network and, drawing in further grid following generation, 
progressively restores supply, culminating in restoration/resynchronisation with the transmission network. One 
site considered as a case study by Distributed ReStart is the Chapelcross 132/33kV GSP (Grid Supply Point) 
located within Scottish Power Transmission’s network. 

Common features between a DRZ and the application of RaaS at higher voltage levels (e.g. 33 kV or 132 kV) are 
likely to include: 

• A requirement for a large anchor generator/storage scheme (potentially tens of MWh) with appropriate 
technical characteristics to restore and maintain supply across part or all of the zone/area 

• The requirement for ancillary services to support islanded operation, e.g. voltage control, short circuit 
level and inertia - within Distributed ReStart these ancillary services are termed ‘top-up services’ 

• The involvement of other DERs to provide energy, power balancing, and/or ancillary services 

with key differences consisting of: 

• The failure modes that need to be considered by the ESO with regard to the transmission system, and 
by the DNO with regard to the distribution system 

• The service description for Distributed Black Start requires the DRZ to be available to restart for up to 
72h after loss of supply; whereas the RaaS scheme is intended to provide a seamless response to grid 
failure.  The BESS is likely to be depleted in much less than 72h, meaning the behaviour of a RaaS asset 
may need to be different in local and national loss of supply events 

• A national Black Start scenario assumes that the whole GB electricity system is unavailable, whereas 
RaaS is focused on a localised loss of supply - these assumptions will shape the technical scheme design, 
communications requirements, protection and control setting considerations, etc. 

Where a RaaS scheme is located within a DRZ, this scheme could operate as an independent island, thereby 
reducing the demand to be restored within the DRZ until the RaaS island can reconnection to the grid, 
alternative, it may be possible for the RaaS battery asset and/or wider RaaS island to act as an anchor 
generator for the DRZ. 

Similarly, control technology developed for RaaS may provide an opportunity for aspects of DRZ response to 
operate more swiftly. 

Whilst these aspects may be beyond the scope of the current projects, they each represent future potential 
opportunities for supply chain companies with products and capabilities required to provide the RaaS service in 
its founding form. 

Further, to leverage learning from both projects as they progress, and ensure that these security of supply 
schemes at different voltage levels are well aligned to take advantage of synergies, the RaaS and Distributed 
ReStart project teams have an established relationship to working closely in understanding the technical, 
structural and commercial aspects of each initiative. 

4.1.3 Next steps for the consideration of RaaS at Higher Voltage Levels 

This work has helped to identify the opportunities, and key considerations, associated with the application of 
RaaS at higher voltage.  It is evident that there is clear potential for applying RaaS to higher voltages is an area 
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of high potential, however this also brings with it additional complexity.  By developing and demonstrating the 
RaaS concept at 33/11 kV substations, the RaaS project will provide learning to inform future work which will 
support the roll out of RaaS to higher voltage levels, and the participation of RaaS in National Distributed Black 
Start.  The project team will continue to engage regularly with the Distributed ReStart team across a range of 
technical and commercial issues. 

 

4.2 Expanding the Scope of RaaS to Lower Voltage Levels 

4.2.1 RaaS & Microresilience 

The RaaS project is focused on providing resilience at primary substation (33kV/11kV) level.  However, the 
concept of using third party owned storage systems to improve security of supply could also be extended to 
lower voltage levels, for example supporting secondary substation (11kV/400V). 

As a relevant consideration here, the Microresilience20 NIA project being run by Northern Powergrid (NPg) is 
investigating the potential scope for using batteries to improve resilience at secondary substation by operating 
microgrids (incorporating local DER and battery energy storage).  At the time of writing, the focus of the NPg 
project is on the development of a Power Electronics Device (PED) which fulfils the role of a 11kV/400V 
transformer whilst providing DC connectivity for batteries or other DERs.  Two systems are currently planned to 
be installed as part of the project, and a typical Microresilience battery system appears to be in the region of 
100-120 kW power. 

NPg sit on the Stakeholder Advisory Board for RaaS, and the Costain team has engaged with key people from 
the NPg team  to discuss their work.  The following points summarise the key considerations related to RaaS 
from those conversations. 

It is not yet clear how many of NPg’s 60,000 secondary substations would be appropriate for a Microresilience 
solution, or indeed the total GB potential for deployment based purely on the business case for enhanced 
network resilience.  However, the potential for deployment may be increased where Microresilience is 
provided as a service to a DNO by a third party, and implemented as part of a solution which supports other 
use cases, as with the RaaS concept.  Complementary use cases could include: 

• Application by generation customers to improve the capability for local renewable generation to better 
meet local demand patterns, support peer-to-peer energy solutions, or to provide firm output for 
wholesale markets 

• Application by demand customers to smooth the impact on the grid of assets such as an EV charging 
hub, which may then benefit from a lower grid connection cost and/or the capability to charge up at 
times of lower electricity prices 

• Participation in other DNO, or potentially ESO, flexibility markets linked to e.g. thermal or voltage 
management requirements, or frequency control 

It is acknowledged that some of the locations suitable for Microresilience may be secondary substations 
downstream of potential RaaS primary substations.  For these locations the DNO would assess the suitability of 
the two solutions dependent upon the types of fault typically experienced.  Alternatively, it may be that RaaS 
tends to provide a more appropriate solution for more remote areas of network, with Microresilience being 
more suitable for urban locations, where resilience at the higher 33kV/11kV voltage level is comparatively 
stronger.  One further possibility is that batteries installed for Microresilence at the 11kV/400V level, could be 
aggregated and collectively used to provide resilience at the 33kV/11kV level as a single system.  Whilst there 
will be technical differences in the application of such solutions to different voltage levels, it is clear that 
monitoring, communication and control process will be required for each, demonstrating the value in potential 
equipment manufacturers and/or RaaS Service Providers developing capabilities in these areas. 

 
20 Microresilience NIA project information www.smarternetworks.org/project/nia_npg_018 

http://www.smarternetworks.org/project/nia_npg_018
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Issues that could prevent the full potential of resilience being implemented at lower voltage levels include the 
potential additional cost of a PED associated with the Microresilience solution against a conventional 
secondary substation transformer.  This could be further impacted by the availability (and therefore cost) of 
silicon carbide for power electronics. 

Further, at present there is a perceived lack of interest from the supply chain in offering battery solutions at 
the ~100 kWh scale, with such systems not currently available in the numbers associated domestic scale 
solutions (domestic grid-tied battery systems typically have power of 4 kW and capacity of 4 – 15 kWh), or 
large systems of tens or even hundreds of MWh. 

One additional consideration relates to evolving technology.  As one example here, the constant improvement 
in range of EVs is strongly decreasing range anxiety, and can be expected to change charging behaviour and 
patterns - customers may charge less frequently, but for longer, and/or make less use of destination charging.  
Such changes could impact schemes such as the ‘Microresilience plus EV charging hub’ possibility referred to 
earlier in this section. 

Going one step further, it could be technically possible to deliver microresilience at individual building/dwelling 
level.  An example of this approach was explored in work supported by Central Networks, carried out at the 
University of Twente in 2009-1121 with the technology of the time and based on a use case around individual 
isolated dwellings such as farmhouses, and domestic battery systems designed for off-grid premises (more 
powerful than the domestic systems above) also exist.  However, whilst this could increase the market for 
resilience technologies, firstly, this would be a matter for individual customers as DNOs have no remit to 
implement or operate technology beyond the customer’s meter, and secondly, diversity of demand across a 
wider number of customers, and economies of scale in implementing one larger scheme than multiple smaller 
schemes, means that this is unlikely to be a scalable, feasible solution. 

4.2.2 Next steps for the consideration of resilience at lower voltage levels 

The RaaS project team will remain closely engaged with the Microresilience project to understand the evolving 
technical approach and business case.  The team will also share learning about the RaaS commercial approach 
to develop an understanding of the similarities, differences and interactions between the RaaS and 
Microresilience approaches. 

Where information on the potential scale of Microresilience becomes available, this can be used to potentially 
quantify the link to the RaaS concept. 

  

 
21 Molderink, A.  (2011).  On the three-step control methodology for Smart Grids.  University of Twente.  
https://doi.org/10.3990/1.9789036531702 

https://doi.org/10.3990/1.9789036531702
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5 RaaS Potential Across Other Sectors 
Many industrial and commercial organisations make use of onsite generation to reduce energy costs, to 
provide heat for processes or buildings, or for use as standby generation to provide resilience to critical 
operations.   

This section of this report is an investigation into how the application of RaaS could either benefit, or benefit 
from, engagement with these sectors.  The key points considered for each sector include: 

• How essential electricity (network) resilience is part of their wider picture of operational resilience 

• Do they have needs for improved resilience? If so: 

• Would these be at similar scale to RaaS? 

• Would technical and functional requirements for resilience be broadly similar to those provided by 
the RaaS concept? 

• What is the potential for this sector to participate in DNO-led RaaS, e.g. via: 

• Hosting a RaaS asset on behalf of a RaaS Service Provider - i.e. providing land for the installation of a 
RaaS BESS 

• Adapting/upgrading their own assets to also provide RaaS 

• Supporting the network during a RaaS event to extend the duration of time that the scheme can 
provide power in islanded mode, or reduce the battery capacity required to provide RaaS 

An appraisal of the potential application of or involvement in RaaS across these other industries is intended to 
build confidence that there is a scalable market for the RaaS supply chain beyond deployment to electricity 
distribution networks. 

Error! Reference source not found. summarises our finding against the criteria above, with detailed 
descriptions provided in the following subsections. 

Table 2 - Summary of RaaS potential across other sectors 

Sector Need for electricity 
resilience 

Technical similarity 
of need 

Interest in / existing 
deployment of BESS 
to improve 
resilience 

Potential for role in 
DNO-led RaaS 

Water High Medium Yes / No High  

Variation across sites, 
plant and activity 

Wide variation in sites 
from small (400V) to 
large (33kV) 
connections 

Largely onsite CHP & 
diesel 

Potential sites across 
UK, including remote 
areas 

Defence Very high High Yes / No Low  

Core sites critical to 
defence mission 

Military bases similar 
in size to small towns 

UK infrastructure using 
diesel gensets for 
resilience; microgrids 
explored for deployed 
ops 

Expected limited 
number of sites in 
remote/rural areas; 
potential security 
issues 

Transportation 
(Highways) 

High Low Yes / No Low 

Critical operational 
technology 
deployment growth 

Equipment is low 
voltage/power 
compared to RaaS 

R&D evaluations of 
resilience at the 230V 
level for roadside 
operational technology 

Little overlap except 
potential provision of 
EV charging capability 
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Transportation 
(Rail) 

High Low Yes / No Low 

Increasing importance 
due to high costs 

Larger energy capacity 
required for traction 
resilience  

Established UPS 
capability for Signalling 
and telecoms systems; 
on-vehicle batteries 
possible for traction  

Early stages of 
distributed energy 
deployment 

Industrial & 
Commercial 

Low to Very High 

Depends on cost of 
disruption to 
operations 

Medium 

Wide variation in sites 

Yes / No 

Requirement for 
resilience varies 
between subsectors & 
operations; UPS tend 
to be largely based on 
diesel generators 

High 

Significant opportunity 
for industrial sites to 
host RaaS assets 

Data Centres High to very high High Yes / Trials Low 

Varies depending on 
Tier 1-4 classification 
(Tier 1 represents a 
simple infrastructure, 
Tier 4 is more complex 
with higher technology 
resilience through 
greater redundancy in 
components) 

Some data centres 
have similar power 
demands to RaaS 

International trials to 
explore whether diesel 
gensets can be 
replaced 

Assume few data 
centres are located in 
remote/rural locations 

Educational 
Campuses 

Low Low to Medium Yes / No Low to medium 

At present only data 
centres and key 
scientific instruments 
protected, however 
RaaS may benefit the 
campus during 
occasional faults 
whilst earning an 
income from 
participation in other 
flex. markets 

Similar to other 
commercial uses on a 
building-by-building 
basis; campuses have 
similar requirements 
to small towns but 
location means 
unlikely reliant on 
single feeders 

Some interest as a 
research topic; but 
unclear as to work 
currently underway 
and whether resilience 
solutions are being 
tested on campuses 

limited number of 
remote/rural locations 
to support the local 
DNO network beyond 
operating the campus 
in islanded mode 

Healthcare 
Premises 

Very High 

Mandatory to keep 
critical equipment in 
continuous operation 

Medium 

Power requirements in 
the low MWs range 

No 

Largely onsite CHP, 
diesel standby 
generators and UPS 

High 

Potential sites across 
UK, including some 
remote areas 

 

5.1 Water 

The water industry has key similarities to electricity distribution - water is a critical utility where continuity of 
supply, and rapid restoration of faults are essential.  To understand more about the opportunity in the water 
sector, the RaaS team engaged with the Energy Supply & Demand Specialist at one of the UK’s major water & 
sewage businesses.   

Need for Electricity Resilience 

Discussions indicated that some types of site and water utility asset can deal with a temporary loss of supply 
better than others, before the risk to operational outcomes becomes too high.   
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Water companies typically have in place back-up diesel generators across their sites to provide resilience to 
operations when needed.  At the most strategically important sites, gensets are run on hot standby and 
synchronised to enable a seamless transition from grid-connected to back-up generation mode.  At other sites, 
diesel back-up generators start up following an interruption to supply and so there is a short loss of power. 

It was noted that even if supply is restored via gensets or the grid connection, an engineer visit can still be 
required to reset/restart some equipment, which adds further cost to the process of restoring operations. 

The relatively low number of running hours for diesel gensets across an organisation mean that emissions are 
not yet seen as a higher priority for addressing carbon emissions across the industry, and so in the very short 
term the replacement of existing diesel generators would be driven by other issues such as cost and reliability - 
this will shift to a greater consideration of carbon reductions with the ongoing transition to Net Zero. 

Technical characteristics of sites 

With regard to the technical characteristics of water industry sites, a number of factors were identified which 
represent opportunities for RaaS. 

Site power demand varies substantially depending on the scale and type of activity.  A small number of large 
sites are connected to the 33 kV network,  the majority are connected to the 11 kV network, and some smaller 
sites have 400V three phase connections.  Electricity demand therefore varies from tens of kilowatts well into 
megawatt scale, and so opens opportunities for RaaS (or indeed microresilience at the smaller sites). 

At wastewater treatment plants, electricity is commonly generated via onsite Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
units supplied by biogas from the treatment process, and these units may be able to act as an ‘anchor 
generator’ for a RaaS scheme, or may reduce the size of battery required to provide RaaS at a given point on 
the network.  Further, a number of water industry sites now also have solar PV and wind turbine installations 
which could be incorporated into a RaaS scheme - for example, Severn Trent Water has several plants with 
utility-scale wind turbines, and Anglian Water has small amounts of wind generation and an increasingly 
sizeable portfolio of solar generation. 

It was acknowledged that a seamless transition between grid-connected and islanded mode would be of 
significant interest to the water industry.  Their experience shows that short power failures or fluctuations, 
even in the sub-second range, can disrupt operations by causing some assets to switch off, in some cases 
requiring an engineer visit to site to manually restart or reset the equipment.  The ability of a RaaS battery & 
control technology provide fault ride-through capability would be of value to such sites. 

The size and layout of many water industry sites may also mean that they can readily accommodate a BESS 
scheme. 

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

Batteries are now being appraised within the water industry as an option for site resilience, and to realise 
unregulated revenue from energy markets.  The project team is aware that several water companies have been 
approached by battery investors/storage & flexibility aggregators.  However, the water company spoken with 
to inform this assessment were not at present able to justify the costs of investing their own capital in batteries 
to replace diesel back-up generators.   

The reliability of diesel generators to start after loss of supply is, however, a key issue at present, and there was 
interest in the idea that the RaaS project could de-risk the use of batteries and provide a more reliable 
alternative to diesel.   

Potential participation in DNO-led RaaS 

Water companies have gained experience of electricity flexibility markets.  Onsite DERs such as diesel gensets, 
and demand management capabilities, have in the past been used participate in the electricity market in areas 
such as Triad avoidance, the Capacity Market and STOR.  However, changes affecting energy markets, including 
the forthcoming elimination of Triad charging and the impact of the Medium Combustion Plant Directive on 
generator use are leading to a decline in these activities. 
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The emergence of utility-scale storage represents a new opportunity here.  Interest in unregulated revenue 
from using BESS for storage and flexibility means that there is openness to the idea of hosting RaaS schemes for 
the benefit of the water company and the local DNO.   It was also felt that there could be a strong geographic 
overlap where water treatment and wastewater recycling sites are located to serve remote and rural 
communities, with some water abstraction sites also situated in remote areas. 

As a regulated industry, the water sector has incentives driven by targets defined by the regulator OFWAT.  
Whilst at present there are no specific incentives for the adoption of RaaS within the regulated area of the 
business, it is acknowledged that RaaS would bring benefits to an entire community, in addition to the site 
itself, and so may contribute to measures of social value and public/customer opinion, which are measured by 
OFWAT. 

In summary, the location, size and critical nature of water sector sites, industry familiarity with energy market 
issues, and an impetus to deliver social value, Net Zero and potentially unregulated income, means that UK 
water companies have high potential for participation in DNO-led RaaS, particularly as Hosts and/or 
Supporters. 

 

5.2 Defence 

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) is one of the UK’s largest landowners.  MoD owns around 1,000 sites, varying 
from schools and small administrative buildings to large bases, dockyards and firing ranges.  The Defence 
Infrastructure Organisation (DIO), part of the MoD, is responsible for planning, building, maintaining, and 
servicing infrastructure associated with the built and rural estate.  To receive a high-level view of any activities 
relating to electricity supply resilience, the project team spoke with defence specialists engaged with the DIO 
and its supply chain, and with experience in this area when serving in the military. 

Two MoD policy statements are relevant to the context for RaaS, low carbon energy and the Net Zero agenda: 

• MoD plans to be a ‘fast follower’ - embracing and adapting technologies that have established a track-
record elsewhere 

• MoD will not invest in decarbonisation for its own sake - it must increase UK military capability or 
contribute to UK strategic aims 

Much of the carbon footprint associated with defence assets such as ships, planes, tanks, etc. has limited scope 
for decarbonisation, and in many cases change require collaboration with NATO allies.  Therefore the DIO 
portfolio provides the MoD with the greater short-term opportunity to reduce the carbon footprint of 
activities.  One initiative to improve the sustainability of the MoD estate is Project Prometheus22, which is 
delivering a portfolio of solar PV schemes to the DIO. Four solar farms are currently being delivered, with an 
aspiration for 80 in total. 

Further, MoD development programmes early in the last decade led to the creation of a Generic Base 
Architecture (GBA)23 which was trialled through a series of Forward Base exercises (FOBEX).  This investigated 
the use of fully islanded microgrids, with parallel objectives related to water resilience, and sought a reduction 
in diesel usage and the ability for bases to run more silently (improving the ability to detect potential threats).  
In addition to meeting requirements, it is understood that this project delivered around a 30% savings in fuel 
and maintenance costs for sites24.  It is understood that learning from these overseas deployments will be 
applied to permanent bases in the UK across the DIO estate. 

 

 

 
22 www.gov.uk/government/news/armys-solar-farms-support-commitment-to-sustainability 
23 https://www.thinkdefence.co.uk/2012/06/generic-base-architecture-and-fobex/  
24 www.baesystems.com/en-uk/article/super-savings-for-the-mod 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/armys-solar-farms-support-commitment-to-sustainability
https://www.thinkdefence.co.uk/2012/06/generic-base-architecture-and-fobex/
http://www.baesystems.com/en-uk/article/super-savings-for-the-mod
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Need for electricity resilience 

The MoD is a significant user of energy, and has distinct, specialist resilience requirements associated with 
having to place military and cyber threats to the UK at the front and centre of its thinking.   

As with other sectors, the level of resilience required depends on the criticality of assets or activities - and the 
MoD property portfolio is particularly diverse, ranging from many houses for service families, through to 
offices, industrial sites and sensitive military/intelligence bases.  The approaches to resilience vary accordingly, 
and in many cases information may be sensitive and not publicly available. However, diesel gensets play a key 
role, and as criticality of sites increases, approaches similar to the high-integrity data centres in Section 5.6 
could be expected. 

Similarly, at more critical sites MoD electricity supplies must be particularly resilient to cyberattack.  Recent 
global experience in countries such as Ukraine highlight that the adversaries of the UK will certainly attempt 
cyberattacks on utility infrastructure such as electricity distribution networks alongside or as an alternative to a 
physical attack.  Therefore, data links between electricity market participants and assets delivering RaaS to 
MoD sites will be a key area of focus when considering and implementing such schemes. 

Technical characteristics of sites 

Due to the diversity of its portfolio, the requirements for electricity supply resilience across MoD sites varies 
considerably.  A large base or dockyard is likely to be connected to the 33 kV network, with expected demand 
significantly above that associated with a rural DNO network, in which case a RaaS scheme may require a larger 
battery dependent on the typical duration of outages experienced.  However, at some locations, CHP is 
available which could support a resilience scheme, and MoD’s plan to significantly grow its onsite renewable 
portfolio could further enhance this capability. 

While historic data could be used to assess supply interruptions associated with electricity network faults, 
when considering a situation associated with a cyber-attack, or potentially significant weather event, the 
potential requirement for duration of resilience at critical sites is not in the public domain.  However, the US 
military is using microgrids with the intention of increasing duration of self-sufficiency from 2-3 days to 14 
days25, so it could be expected that more critical UK MoD sites will develop along similar lines.  In scale, this is a 
departure from the RaaS concept proposed to support rural distribution networks, however the MoD’s 
readiness to deploy proven sustainable solutions indicates that the RaaS concept and control technologies 
developed to provide such resilience could be attractive for adoption & adaption to meet requirements. 

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

It is understood that MoD sites predominantly use diesel generators at present, which are wholly owned by the 
MoD.  However, initiatives such as Project Prometheus, demonstrate the potential for the delivery of electricity 
infrastructure at appropriate sites to be delivered by third parties, and this could include the delivery of 
resilience 

Our discussions with defence sector experts suggest that containerised batteries are seen as attractive by MoD, 
as they are modular and potentially transportable solutions, and so it is expected that technology developed 
for and used by RaaS will find applications within the defence estates, indicating an additional market for the 
high resilience technologies associated with the development and trial of the RaaS concept. 

Potential participation in DNO-led RaaS 

Whilst the Defence Estate is spread across the entirety of the UK, there are more significant concentrations 
towards Central Southern England including major sites such around Portsmouth, Bristol, Aldershot, Andover 
and Salisbury. These are generally not remote areas, so  are expected to have few DNO sites requiring RaaS.  
However, other significant estate assets are distributed across the UK -  this includes a number of RAF sites 

 
25 https://microgridknowledge.com/military-microgrids-conference  

https://microgridknowledge.com/military-microgrids-conference/
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towards the North and East and into more isolated areas where there may be greater potential for RaaS, in 
addition to other Army and Navy bases. 

The availability of these sites to support DNOs in delivering RaaS will vary and assumes an awareness and 
engagement with RaaS from MoD in line with its ‘fast follower’ model.  Risks associated with data connections 
between MoD, DNO and other third-party IT systems may also be a consideration, however as GB DNOs are at 
risk of similar threats associated with cyber security, they maintain their own high standards regarding the 
approval of data communications systems.  One difference here may be in the expected/required availability of 
comms to implement or provide visibility of an autonomous solution. These considerations would also need to 
accommodate potential changes regarding in the security stance of the UK. 

Whilst there is clear interest from the Defence sector in the deployment of sustainable and renewable energy 
technologies across their estate, including the potential adoption of RaaS to support onsite resilience the issues 
noted above suggest that actively co-ordinating in RaaS provision to support local DNO networks may be more 
challenging.  Overall, the project team feels that the application of RaaS would be based on site needs, and so 
at present integration into DNO-led RaaS is expected to be low. 

However, a theme identified during discussions with Defence, but also shared with some other sectors is that 
operations inside a critical site may also depend on other elements of the community and infrastructure 
outside the critical site, from utilities such as water and telecoms, to social aspects such as childcare.  
Accordingly, the combination of a critical site owner supporting delivery of RaaS to the wider DNO networks, 
for example by providing space to host a RaaS scheme that may not be directly connected to the onsite system, 
may represent opportunities for RaaS.  The idea of a high resilience zone around key sites, such as MoD sites, 
merits more detailed consideration by the parties involved. 

 

5.3 Transportation - Highways 

To better understand transportation requirements for resilience, the Costain team engaged with Highways 
England’s (HE) Innovation Team.  HE work to operate, maintain and improves England's motorways and major 
A roads, with a clear focus on smart roads, energy, carbon and air quality, and a growing mandate to provide 
technical leadership to other highways operators, such as local authorities. 

Roads, and particularly the HE Strategic Road Network (SRN), are becoming more dependent on technology for 
normal operations.  In addition to street lighting, technologies such as CCTV, message signs and radar are 
widely used to prevent, identify and manage incidents on the road.  As cars become more connected, more 
mission-critical vehicle-to-infrastructure communications using roadside technology may be deployed, and 
resilience will become still more important.  The uptake of electric vehicles may also create more challenges to 
provision capacity at the required resilience.   

Need for electricity resilience 

Roadside equipment is generally connected to the power network via unmetered connections from the local 
distribution network.  These are typically 230 V AC single phase supplies limited to 7 amps, with the DNO 
providing the connection to the roadside cabinet and HE responsible for power distribution to individual 
devices.  Some sections of road networks have limited technology coverage due to lack of power network 
availability. 

The extent to which highways operators like HE could be involved in EV charging infrastructure is currently 
unclear, although this option is being explored by HE, particularly if a requirement to provide emergency 
charging capability develops to support efficient and safe road operations.  However, in most situations EV 
charging is likely to be provided by private sector Charge Point Operators (CPOs). 

Catenary systems for heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs) are being investigated26, which are already being trialled 
elsewhere in Europe.  These would power and recharge large vehicles on the SRN, with vehicles switching to 

 
26 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/road-freight-goes-green-with-20-million-funding-boost  
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battery power nearer their destinations.  Because HDVs using catenary systems would retain a significant 
internal battery, it is unclear what resilience/service level would be need for the catenary system, and it is 
expected that resilience would be achieved through redundancy/multiple connections to the electricity 
network. 

Technical characteristics of sites 

Very limited power resilience capability is built-in to roadside technologies, other than by the use of multiple 
power network connections where it is cost-effective to do so.  Electricity resilience is seen in the context of 
other potential failure modes of roadside equipment, and in terms of criticality.   

A key safety issue is to reduce the requirement for workers to attend roads to deal with any issues as this is 
perhaps the single biggest safety hazard for staff, so enduring comms and monitoring systems are likely to be a 
core benefit from any electricity resilience solution. 

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

At the HE Smart Motorways Development Centre, located at the Fire Service College in Gloucestershire, HE are 
developing innovations for application to the motorway network.  One of the current demonstration projects is 
a smart grid comprising PV solar generation, EV charging, a BESS, a range of different loads (site compound 
office, electronic-message signs, etc.) and a dedicated energy management system.  Figure 3 shows the system 
dashboard, with the left hand side representing the real-time monitoring and control of power generation and 
consumption in the smart grid, as well as informing on whether the system is importing or exporting power 
from the grid. 

The current configuration of the system (where the inverter is powered directly from the GB grid) does not 
allow the operation of the smart grid as an island.  However, this set up will be reviewed to explore operation 
in islanded mode with the battery and inverter providing voltage and frequency control, thereby providing the 
capability to continue operating in the event of a fault in the grid. 

 

Figure 3: HE Online SCADA - dashboard 

On the right hand side of the image the dashboard shows a stand-alone, off-grid solution where the PV solar 
array, the wind turbine and the BESS have been set up to power several loads such as CCTV cameras, 
electronic-message signs and other roadside equipment utilised by Highways England throughout the strategic 
road network.  Figure 4 shows that system under test. 

It is expected that the off-grid solution will allow technology deployment in more remote parts of the road 
network, with the use of fuel cells being explored to help continuity of supply.  Endurance and resilience have 
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been helped by substantial reductions in power demand, for instance as displays used in message signs 
become more energy efficient. 

 

Figure 4: HE off-grid solution to power road-side equipment 

The modular nature of the solar PV array and BESS comprising the ‘nanogrid’ (being orders of magnitude 
smaller than a microgrid) tested at the Highways England Smart Motorways Development Centre supports the 
possibility of scaling up the trial scheme. 

Within the electricity industry, too, innovation initiatives such as SSEN’s LEVEL27 and eTourism28 projects are 
investigating the scope for temporary and mobile EV charging systems to be used to meet emerging EV 
requirements.  Such systems could also be used to provide, or contribute to, the delivery of RaaS. 

The RaaS project is therefore engaging with these other research activities, and as each project develops, three 
key findings will prove important to determine the potential of temporary EV charging to support RaaS: 

• Do locations and times of year for temporary EV charging correspond to RaaS areas? 

• Does wintertime create an ‘off season’ where temporary EV charging is simply not required and releases 
assets to be relocated to provide RaaS? 

• Is a single solution, capable of providing both RaaS and EV charging both technically and economically 
feasible? 

Potential participation in DNO-led RaaS 

It appears that the potential of highways operators to participate in DNO-led RaaS is low, as whilst there is 
significant interest in using smart grid technology, the scale and location of the infrastructure appears poorly 
aligned with potential RaaS opportunities.   

Smart EV charging, V2G and portable/temporary charging infrastructure could all play a role in RaaS in the 
future as the technology becomes more widespread and the RaaS concept matures and rolls out.  However, 
even public sector charge points are typically outsourced to a private sector CPOs, and therefore it is these 
organisations that will need commercial incentives (from the RaaS market) and possibly contractual incentives 
from government or arms-lengths bodies like HE or Transport Scotland to support RaaS.  The potential of CPOs 
with smart charging capability to be Supporters for RaaS appears high, as other flex markets would not be 
available.  However consumer acceptance of a RaaS ‘Vehicle-to-Community’ solution would need to be tested. 

The potential for temporary EV charging solutions to support RaaS is also high - particularly where demand is 
seasonal - with any third party provider of a temporary charging solution also having the potential to become a 

 
27 https://ssen-innovation.co.uk/nia-projects/nia-ssen-0046-local-electric-vehicle-energy-loop-level/  
28 https://ssen-innovation.co.uk/nia-projects/nia-ssen-0038-e-tourism/  

https://ssen-innovation.co.uk/nia-projects/nia-ssen-0046-local-electric-vehicle-energy-loop-level/
https://ssen-innovation.co.uk/nia-projects/nia-ssen-0038-e-tourism/
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RaaS Service Provider.  SSEN’s E-Tourism and LEVEL projects should be leveraged to investigate the RaaS 
business case, and the business model (including ownership structure for temporary charging), including the 
full RaaS/Storage & Flexibility value stack. 

 

5.4 Transportation - Rail 

The rail network requires electricity for a wide range of operational activities, including:  

• Traction: Electricity used to power trains, typically at 25 kV AC (single phase) for overhead systems, 750 
V DC for third rail, and 630 V DC for London Underground fourth rail systems 

• Signalling & Telecoms: Power for lineside signals, communications equipment, points and crossings 

• Railway property: Lighting, heating/air conditioning, appliance, etc. loads that are broadly similar to 
other kinds of commercial / industrial energy loads 

There are key distinctions between the electricity systems associated with these applications, and each has 
different requirements for resilience. 

Railways in the UK (Network Rail, TfL and light rail/trams) used around 4 TWh29 of electrical power per year, 
with traction representing the greatest proportion of demand.  This consumption is expected to increase out to 
2050 as much of the existing network is decarbonised through electrification, with HS2 adding significant new 
demand. 

Need for electricity resilience 

Traction: Reducing the risk of supply failure to electrified rail networks has become more important due to the 
cost of disruption caused by the delay of individual trains and the wider impacts on the timetabling of other 
services.  However, because a significant failure mode is dewirement (i.e. the overhead lines become 
damaged), the industry is focusing on on-train solutions.  For instance, new Class 801 electric intercity trains 
are provided with a single diesel generator that - in emergency conditions - can provide the train with lighting, 
HVAC and the ability to proceed at slow speed in the event that the external electricity supply is lost30.  
Batteries are also seen as a future solution to replace diesel both for emergency use, and as an alternative to 
electrification over certain sections of some routes.31 

Signalling & Telecoms: have a higher need for resilience as failures create both extensive disruption and 
potential safety risks32 

Property: Railway stations, depots and offices have a risk-based approach to resilience - so a small, local station 
may have a single-phase LV connection with no backup, and larger stations (or those underground) would have 
multiple 11 kV connections, potentially with onsite generation and emergency backup systems for lighting, 
public address and so on, reflecting a  much higher impact from loss of supply. 

Technical characteristics of sites 

Traction: As with other sectors, a loss of electricity supply is only one of several failure modes that may impact 
operations.  With traction power for 25 kV AC increasingly supplied by substations connected directly to the 
transmission network, modern trackside networks can typically failover and supply from another GSP if 
necessary.  Further, a RaaS approach here would require a very large capacity battery. 

Signalling & Telecoms: Power supply is typically via a 400 V (three phase) connection to the local DNO at a 
Principal Supply Point (PSP), which is then transformed to 650V (typically) for railway use.  This may be backed 

 
29 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/digest-of-uk-energy-statistics-dukes-2020  
30 https://www.hitachi.com/rev/pdf/2014/r2014_10_105.pdf  
31 https://www.networkrail.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Traction-Decarbonisation-Network-Strategy-Interim-
Programme-Business-Case.pdf  
32 https://www.railengineer.co.uk/railway-signalling-equipment-power-system-earthing/  

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/digest-of-uk-energy-statistics-dukes-2020
https://www.hitachi.com/rev/pdf/2014/r2014_10_105.pdf
https://www.networkrail.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Traction-Decarbonisation-Network-Strategy-Interim-Programme-Business-Case.pdf
https://www.networkrail.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Traction-Decarbonisation-Network-Strategy-Interim-Programme-Business-Case.pdf
https://www.railengineer.co.uk/railway-signalling-equipment-power-system-earthing/
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up via UPS and connections to traction supply and is subsequently converted to other voltages (both AC and 
DC) as required by railway equipment.  The criticality of this technology has led to a high degree of existing 
backup capability. 

Property: Railway property has broadly similar characteristics to other commercial property of similar scale. 
Smaller and rural stations may have limited indoor area, with demand dominated by lighting, message signs 
and CCTV.  Larger stations have more critical loads, more extensive backup and in some cases, onsite 
generation such as solar (which is expected to increase) and CHP.  More enclosed stations, or those under 
ground have more backup solutions such as emergency lighting in order to remain safe during loss of supply.  

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

Traction: As noted above, the main technology for traction resilience is likely to be on-train.  However, in some 
areas where trains are powered by lower voltage third rail systems, trials of the contribution of DERs to 
meeting the energy and power requirements for traction and/or S&T are being undertaken33.  It is possible that 
utility-scale batteries may also be deployed at trackside to smooth traction demand profiles and provide the 
required power when needed, without reinforcing DNO network connections.  Such schemes may also provide 
some capability to also deliver resilience to the rail network or flexibility services, including RaaS, to the local 
distribution network. 

Signalling & Telecoms: As noted above, these systems already have a high level of resilience in keeping with 
existing standards and processes, and at this point the project team does not see a further requirement that 
would be met by RaaS. 

Property: The project found no evidence of RaaS technology deployed beyond UPS and other established 
backup solutions.  The growth in EV charging requirements at stations may change this, but again third-party 
CPOs are being engaged to deliver such schemes and so the ‘route to market’ for RaaS would be via those 
organisations. 

Potential participation in DNO-led RaaS 

The railway sector is in the early days of incorporating DER into operational activities, and so at this point the 
potential for RaaS participation is low.  Experience gained over time, together with the need to work towards 
Net Zero, and potential for cross-sector collaboration, could see this become a relevant opportunity in due 
course. 

On a case-by-case basis, railway property could act as a RaaS Host for more remote and rural areas, where 
there is appropriate proximity to the required >11kV electricity network.  A BESS scheme installed for RaaS may 
also form part of DER solutions to help decarbonise travel to/from stations, and the stations themselves. 

The use of historic, closed railway property to host RaaS assets can also be investigated on this basis, however 
it should be noted that the GB portfolio was transferred to Highways England in 2013, with the primary focus 
appearing to be safely managing historic structures such as bridges and tunnels. 

 

5.5 Industrial & Commercial Sites 

Industrial and commercial users cover and enormous range of business activities from manufacturing to offices, 
and small sites through to large industrial/commercial campuses with multiple, complimentary businesses co-
located.  

Need for electricity resilience 

Electricity resilience requirements for these end users arise from the costs of disruption to operations, which 
can include loss of production, damage to plant & equipment and the need to maintain safe conditions for 
staff.   

 
33 ‘Riding Sunbeams’ www.ridingsunbeams.org 

https://www.ridingsunbeams.org/
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The value of equipment and lost production (i.e. the process resilience to loss of electricity supply) can vary 
considerably across different sectors, and individual processes within a sector.  For instance, short 
interruptions to supply in some high temperature applications have little impact because of thermal mass.  
However, some process, such as high-precision manufacturing may be vulnerable to even slight deviations in 
electricity supply, and in those cases the equipment may already have measures in place to ensure power 
quality and mitigate any impact from small voltage dips or spikes. 

Technical characteristics of sites 

Uninterruptible and emergency power supplies with batteries and diesel generators are widely used at sites 
where the energy requirement is dominated by electricity. 

Where there is a significant heat demand (e.g. process heat or space/hot water), Combined Heat & Power 
(CHP) becomes the technology of choice as this can provide significant electricity cost savings whilst meeting 
the heat requirement.  Table 3 indicates the extent of current I&C CHP electricity generation in GB.  Current 
CHP plants are mostly fuelled by natural gas, so therefore this technology will need to be modified or replaced 
to meet the UK’s 2050 Net Zero targets.   

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

Industrial requirements for resilience are key, as is the pressing drive to decarbonise across all sectors.  
Industrial & commercial energy consumers have three key routes for decarbonisation whilst remaining 
resilient: 

• Continue to burn fossil fuels but using carbon capture & storage (CCS) technology 

• Convert processes to be fuelled by hydrogen 

• Electrification of processes, potentially with storage to smooth demand patterns 

Many industrial clients with high need for process heat (e.g. steel, glass, pharmaceuticals and chemicals) 
appear to be edging towards the hydrogen route for decarbonising their operations, and this is more likely if 
their facility is located in the emerging hydrogen and CCS clusters such as the South Wales Industrial Cluster 
(SWIC) or the ACORN project around Aberdeen.  CCS allows ‘blue’ hydrogen from natural gas (or other fuels) to 
be used as a transitional decarbonisation technology until ‘green’ hydrogen from renewable electricity 
becomes widely available. 

Elsewhere, and particularly away from the emerging industrial CCS & hydrogen clusters, the availability of 
hydrogen (and possibly biomethane) through the gas network may also lead users with CHP units to shift to 
hydrogen.  Hydrogen is also expected to find a significant role in hard-to-decarbonise transport applications, so 
some industrial hubs such as ports are also likely to have hydrogen available, which could also potentially be 
used to provide electricity supply resilience. 

Industries such as food production, wood products and some non-metallic mineral products have been 
suggested as potential candidates to embrace direct electrification, hence it is believed that whilst batteries 
may end up as part of the resilience solution for any sector, this third group of industries may hold a bigger 
opportunity for RaaS as they look to invest in renewable energy and storage.  However, in all sectors, the 
capability of a BESS with RaaS control systems may feature to give fast response to grid failure and to cope with 
transient demands. 

Discussions with stakeholders drew attention to the National Grid Transmission Operator NIA project 
‘Feasibility study to unlocking flexibility from within industrial and commercial users’34.  This project, which also 
involved Tata Steel and Cardiff University, aims to identify technical features necessary to unlock flexibility for 
large I&C users, allowing them to participate in a wider range of ancillary services.  Different flexibility services, 
including Black Start, have been assessed, whilst also considering technical constraints, potential adaptions to 
existing processes, and the installation of new DERs, including battery storage.  The identification of critical 

 
34 https://smarter.energynetworks.org/projects/nia_ngto0031  

https://smarter.energynetworks.org/projects/nia_ngto0031
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loads as well as the reconfiguration of the steel-manufacturing facilities equipment, controls and 
communications were also evaluated. 

The study found that I&C users can provide flexibility in a cost-effective way, ultimately contributing to a 
smarter and more resilient electricity system, and that the ability of the site to offer flexibility services could be 
enhanced if existing generation were augmented with solar, wind and energy storage.  This also has the benefit 
of reducing grid energy costs. 

In terms of resilience, the feasibility study assumes that in the event of a failure of electricity supply, the back-
up generation from the steel-making facilities will step in and maintain critical loads in islanded operation.  This 
could then form the starting point, or ‘anchor’, for provide black start services to the local 11kV network and 
bringing in additional resources (renewables and/or storage) in islanded mode.  Further, this could potentially 
support black start energisation of the transmission network, as the industrial site has both transmission and 
11 kV connections.  This consideration is therefore relevant to both the RaaS and NG ESO Distributed ReStart 
projects.  In summary: 

• The opportunity for low-carbon resilience in the industrial and commercial sector is very significant - 
DUKES 2019 identifies nearly 4,700 MWe of I&C generation, and as this decarbonises and/or is 
augmented with energy storage, it represents very significant opportunity for zero carbon resilience and 
RaaS 

• Resilience / RaaS would mostly likely be in the form of bespoke solutions based on unique site 
attributes, operations and the criticality of specific assets and processes, however the required control 
logic and data exchange requirements are likely to be widely applicable, meaning that generic control 
devices could be developed and applied by mapping specific data points and tailoring specific control 
parameters 

• In most cases, resilience will be delivered by a BESS together with a unique combination of existing 
DERs, potentially alongside the use of hydrogen and/or fossil fuels with CCS for some industries 

• The driver for resilience at I&C site is to protect an organisation’s own operations and critical processes - 
a mindset shift, whether through business strategy or government policy or financial incentives or other 
means, may be required to encourage I&C users to implement schemes which could also support the 
local network and DNO application of RaaS - Building on that point, and I&C customer’s participation in 
a DNO RaaS scheme could demonstrate social value commitments, particularly recognising that network 
outages affecting the local community are likely to affect their own employees and families, and/or 
affect local infrastructure and services that support their business operations, such as catering 
businesses, schools, child care services, traffic management, etc. 

Potential participation in DNO-led RaaS 

Generalising from the above observations, there may be a significant opportunity for industrial sites to host 
RaaS assets, and to use their own ‘resilience’ assets to support DNO RaaS (as a Service Provider or Supporter), 
subject to the strength of policy & strategy drivers and/or appropriate commercial incentives.  However, 
industrial sites are less likely to be in remote areas with more vulnerable electricity networks, so location 
alignment with a DNO’s requirements for RaaS on remote networks may be limited.  As the RaaS concept 
evolves, the application of RaaS to higher voltage levels, or to urban networks, may see the potential role of 
I&C sites significantly increase. 

The operators of industrial sites in more remote areas should certainly be engaged with by DNOs or RaaS 
Service Providers during the scoping and tendering processes for any individual RaaS site, to explore 
opportunities and appetite for taking a role as a RaaS Service Provider, Host or Supporter. 

As the RaaS project progresses, the project team should aim to understand the relative size of the commercial 
incentives required in order to understand under what conditions industrial capacity could become available. 
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Table 3 - Extent of I&C CHP electricity generation in GB 
7.8  CHP capacity, output and total fuel use(1)    2019 

Iron and steel and non ferrous metals     

   Number of sites   5  

   Electrical capacity MWe 19  

   Electrical output GWh 69  

Chemicals     

   Number of sites   53  

   Electrical capacity MWe 1,154  

   Electrical output GWh 3,433  

Oil and gas terminals and oil refineries     

   Number of sites   10  

   Electrical capacity MWe 2,161  

   Electrical output GWh 8,165  

Paper, publishing and printing     

   Number of sites   23  

   Electrical capacity MWe 427  

   Electrical output GWh 1,821  

Food, beverages and tobacco     

   Number of sites   91  

   Electrical capacity MWe 517  

   Electrical output GWh 2,490  

Metal products, machinery and equipment     

   Number of sites   23  

   Electrical capacity MWe 57  

   Electrical output GWh 187  

Mineral products, extraction, mining and agglomeration of solid fuels     

   Number of sites   8  

   Electrical capacity MWe 46  

   Electrical output GWh 121  

Sewage treatment      

   Number of sites   199  

   Electrical capacity MWe 198  

   Electrical output GWh 811  

Other industrial branches (2)     

   Number of sites   14  

   Electrical capacity MWe 106  

   Electrical output GWh 634  

Total industry     

   Number of sites   426  

   Electrical capacity MWe 4,684  

   Electrical output GWh 17,732  

Transport, commerce and administration     

   Number of sites   1,105  

   Electrical capacity MWe 571  

   Electrical output GWh 2,426  

Other (3)     

   Number of sites   1,016  

   Electrical capacity MWe 795  

   Electrical output GWh 3,303  

Total CHP usage by all sectors     

   Number of sites   2,547  

   Electrical capacity MWe 6,050  

   Electrical output GWh 23,461  
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5.6 Data Centres 

In a relatively short timescale, data centres have become a hugely significant electricity user, with one estimate 
by the UK Energy Research Centre (UKERC) putting UK data consumption at around 38 TWh35, which for 
context is close to 10 times the consumption of the rail industry, and well over 10% of GB electricity 
consumption. 

Need for electricity resilience 

Resilience is a high priority for data centres - there can be significant disruption to services if their systems are 
unavailable thereby affect the wider society’s ability to access online work, shopping, banking or leisure & 
entertainment services.  Given this importance, critically important data centres/services are implemented 
with additional resilience through mirroring and backing up activity to other data centres in other regions to 
mitigate against any kind of technology failure or natural disaster.   

Technical characteristics of sites 

Data centre resilience is measured by conformance to one of four tiers, with Tier 4 being the most resilient and 
used for mission-critical applications.  This approach covers the computing equipment, data connections, 
balance of plant (e.g. HVAC & chillers), as well as tolerance to disruption of the electricity supply.   

Tier Redundancy Availability / Uptime 
(%) 

1 Non-redundant capacity 99.671 

2 Tier 1 + redundant capacity 99.741 

3 Tier 2 + dual powered equipment and multiple data uplinks 99.982 

4 Tier 3 + fully fault-tolerant data links, storage, chillers & HVAC 99.995 

An arrangement to achieve Tier 4 might include: 

• The building having 2 (or more) independent electricity supplies (i.e. two electricity supplies connected 
to different electricity substations) 

• Each supply feeding into its own switch room and 11 kV/400 V transformer, in different parts of the 
building 

• Each server capable of being fed from the independent switch rooms 

• Each line of supply having one or more UPS systems (typically battery based) to provide seamless 
failover, together with a number of diesel gensets to provide endurance during a long interruption to 
supply, and to cover the failure of any individual genset 

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

Many large data centre owners/operators take pride in their progress towards decarbonisation.  However, as 
backup diesel gensets are only typically run for a very small (if any) proportion of time, this aspect of 
operations may be lower priority than e.g. purchasing renewable electricity for day-to-day operation. 

With the critical requirement to decarbonise, major data centre operators are now investigating the use of 
batteries to support operations.  For example, Google has announced a trial in Belgium using a 3 MW / 6 MWh 
battery that, in addition to providing resilience for the data centre, will also provide frequency regulation 
services to the relevant System Operator36.  The BESS for this trial is of a similar scale to the proposed BESS for 
the RaaS demonstration site, therefore if the data centre approach can be proven, that application will 

 
35 https://ukerc.ac.uk/news/uk-data-centres-carbon-neutral-by-2030 
36 www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/google-to-install-its-first-battery-backup-system-at-data-center 

https://ukerc.ac.uk/news/uk-data-centres-carbon-neutral-by-2030/
https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/google-to-install-its-first-battery-backup-system-at-data-center
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complement the wider role out of RaaS by ensuring a broader pool of suppliers with turnkey designs at this 
size, thereby providing economies of scale. 

Potential participation in DNO-led RaaS 

We believe the current potential for data centres to support RaaS (in its current form) to be low, primarily as 
data centres designed to avoid single points of failure and have multiple points of connection to the local 
electricity network are unlikely to be located in remote areas where distribution networks are more vulnerable. 

However, opportunities to increase the potential could come from situations such as: 

• The application of a RaaS asset  reassuring a data centre operator regarding continuity of supply, and 
increases the attractiveness of locating to RaaS zones 

• The potential for RaaS deployment in more urban areas, where commercial data centres are typically 
more likely to be located 

 

5.7 Educational Campuses 

Universities are important centres for the exploration of microgrids and local energy systems, theoretically and 
practically.  The combination of a research-driven agenda, ring-fenced private energy networks on-campus and 
onsite energy generation and make them more attractive and attainable locations for microgrid deployment.  
One of the best-known early microgrid deployments, the ‘Sendai Microgrid’ was deployed at Tohoku University 
in Japan (discussed further in Section 6 ‘Overseas Potential for RaaS’), and a number of other universities 
around the world have followed suit. 

For the RaaS project, Costain spoke with the research teams at two UK universities.  One of which has been 
gradually developing and implementing a plan to turn the campus into a local energy system (i.e. featuring 
smart/microgrid electricity functionality, but also combined with other vectors like its heat network).   

Need for electricity resilience 

One team described their campus as being like a small town, with mixed use of residential, office/commercial 
and light industrial end uses.  As such, critical equipment like data centres or scientific instruments are 
protected on a case-by-case basis, and there is no further investment in protecting the wider campus from loss 
of supply. 

The teams we spoke to were both fully aware of the importance of resilient electricity systems, and in one case 
are researching it.  In the other, it was acknowledged that the current research activities held the assumption 
that the resilience of power networks would be maintained (in line with current industry standards and 
regulations), and so any focus on resilience was seen in the context of providing capacity and flexibility of 
networks for new DERs.  The importance and relevance of international collaboration to improve resilience and 
support decarbonisation across other countries was also noted.  

Technical characteristics of sites 

As noted above, the estate management approach of academic campuses is similar to other commercial uses - 
critical equipment and services are likely to be protected, with no special resilience provided for commercial or 
residential areas.  However, the potential for academic research activities, including the potential trial of 
systems within a campus environment, or indeed peer reviews of industry research activities, remains 
significant. 

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

In the UK, whilst there are many universities carrying out microgrid related research (internet searches 
identified at least 8 UK universities mentioning microgrid projects), at present deployment is limited, and it 
would seem that there is potential for trialling automated network resilience services, such as RaaS, across 
some university campuses. 
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One of the universities spoken with has an Energy Masterplan that outlines how they will decarbonise their 
systems and meet their targets across multiple campuses.  This has led to the decisions to not renew CHP plant, 
and to install 5-10 MW of additional solar PV generation, together with some wind power generation and 
battery energy storage systems.  However, the ability of the system to automatically respond to faults and 
power outages, is not within the scope of the planned work.  RaaS, therefore, represents an interesting 
proposition for further research and exploration in this context. 

Other areas of research relating to microgrids and islanding that were discussed include: 

• A Local or Regional Energy System Operator model, whereby the campus would use its smart grid (and 
management of e.g. heat networks) to provide flexibility that enables DER adoption beyond the campus 
in a local area - when a RaaS zone runs islanded, the controller of the zone is in effect a local system 
operator 

• The use of DC microgrids that tie together solar generation and DC loads to avoid inverter losses and 
potentially provide more resilient systems, which has similarity to the NPg Microresilience concept 

• A research collaboration with an IDNO and a property developer to explore the opportunity of creating 
a local network capable of providing islanded operation 

• The role of RaaS technologies as part of a ‘toolbox’ to deliver resilience that includes other types of 
controls, power electronics, generation, demand side response, and DC links between different parts of 
the DNO network 

Potential participation in DNO-led RaaS 

The potential of universities to participate in DNO-led RaaS appears to be low at present.  This is because 
campuses are typically in close proximity to, or within large conurbations.  However, further opportunities on a 
case-by-case basis could include: 

• Smaller academic or similar institutions with appropriate energy network connections 

• Isolated sites, perhaps engaged in agricultural / environmental research 

• The potential to provide RaaS in more urban areas, which could be researched by delivering islanding 
capability at the campus-level 

Discussions with the university sector also reinforced how the RaaS commercial model will need to adapt to 
different kinds of provision from the broadest range of aggregated DERs.   

 

5.8 Healthcare Premises 

Hospitals and other healthcare premises represent vital infrastructure for society.  The importance of well 
designed, operated and maintained infrastructure is critical to the wellbeing of individuals and to the safety 
and prosperity of communities. A resilient electrical infrastructure is a foundation for healthcare provision.   

Need for electricity resilience 

Hospitals and healthcare premises depend on a reliable electricity supply to provide a safe and effective 
environment for patients and staff.  A disruption to the power supply of equipment in healthcare facilities can 
clearly have serious consequences on patients’ treatment or well-being, therefore a resilient electricity supply 
is a critical requirement.  

The significant GB electricity system power outages in August 2019 indicate the potential impact of such 
events, for example Ipswich hospital losing critical supplies due to the failure of a backup diesel generator37.  

 
37 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-suffolk-49304697  
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The Health Technical Memorandum 06-0138 sets best practice guidance on the design and operational 
management of electricity supply and distribution for healthcare facilities in the UK.  As part of this, to ensure 
robust governance and management, healthcare organisations must appoint an Electricity Safety Group to 
direct the provision of a resilient electrical infrastructure.  This guidance specifies that all generator sets 
providing resilience should be designed to provide continuous full load for prolonged periods, as electrical 
outages may last for a few minutes to many hours.  Generation engines should be capable of operating at rated 
load for 12 consecutive hours, including a 10% overload for a period not exceeding 1 hour. This requirement 
also applies to any potential BESS scheme providing this service, accepting that a combination of BESS and 
dispatchable generation may be used. 

Technical characteristics of sites 

The electrical infrastructure of healthcare facilities depends on their size and complexity, ranging from low to 
high voltage distribution networks.  The highest voltage at healthcare premises is typically 11kV. 

The Health Technical Memorandum reinforces the importance of a continuous electricity supply for healthcare 
sites and helps in assessing the severity of consequences due to a power interruption.  The framework for 
assessment includes a review to understand the requirements for power and mitigation measures associated 
with each risk.  Healthcare organisations must design a strategy to ensure that appropriate contingency plans 
are in place to tackle all the potential risks associated with loss of power due to a failure in the electricity 
system. 

The consequences of a power interruption affecting different systems or equipment are associated with the 
need to restore electrical supply within certain timeframes: 

• no break in electricity supply 

• less than 0.5 seconds 

• less than 5 seconds (but greater than 0.5 seconds) 

• less than 15 seconds (but greater than 5 seconds) 

• greater than 15 seconds 

The resilience necessary to maintain essential supply in the event of primary supply issue (occurring first) and 
secondary supply issues (occurring as a separate but potentially related event) must be considered, together 
with the potential consequences and risks associated with those failures.  The Ipswich hospital incident during 
the 2019 power outage appears to be an example of secondary issue (a fault with the backup generator) 
following the primary failure (network supply blackout). 

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

Options for providing the necessary resilience to healthcare premises include standby diesel generators, CHP 
systems, rotary UPS, static UPS or battery packs. 

A BESS installed for RaaS could be used as secondary or tertiary power supply for a healthcare premises, while 
also supporting the DNO and local network areas subject to installed capacity. 

CHP is widely used in healthcare premises, and is comparable to standby diesel generators, however due to the 
balance of providing thermal as well as electrical supply, these are sometimes not considered suitable as a sole 
secondary power supply.  Accordingly, a battery installed for RaaS may complement a CHP installation.  As 
noted in Section 5.5, widespread use of fossil-fuelled CHP is incompatible with UK climate targets, so the use of 
this technology, and replacement/augmentation by hydrogen, CCS or BESS schemes, will need to be considered 
and implemented in due course. 

 

 
38 Health Technical Memorandum 06-01: Electrical services supply and distribution.  Department of Health (2017 edition) 
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Potential participation in DNO-led RaaS 

We currently believe the potential for hospitals and other healthcare premises to support RaaS (in its initial 
form) to be high, subject to some perceived risks to a site’s own resilience can be overcome.  These facilities 
have strict regulations and best practice to ensure a reliable and continuous electrical supply, especially for 
those critical systems which could have severe consequences on patient and staff well-being, and it is 
acknowledged that these may increase perceived risks of and resistance to the RaaS model.  However, key 
points to consider include: 

• RaaS deployment could reassure healthcare providers regarding continuity of supply, particularly  in 
rural & remote locations 

• Healthcare settings may increase the potential for RaaS deployment in less remote areas - hospitals are 
more likely to be located in more populous areas and hospital & healthcare premises could be used to 
host RaaS assets, or use existing assets to support the provision of RaaS, thereby receiving additional 
income from the asset 

• Smaller scale healthcare premises in remote locations could support the application of RaaS in remote 
areas - enhanced resilience could also bring benefits for staff and the local community with regard to 
local services 

 

5.9 Summary of RaaS application in other industries 

There is a significant existing need, and market for electricity resilience. 

For organisations involved in the provision of RaaS control technology, the overall industrial & commercial 
market for net zero electricity resilience may extend significantly beyond the DNO market.  Economies of scale 
with implementation across different industries is also likely to support the future adoption of the RaaS 
concept, 

The technical characteristics of non-DNO sites varies widely.  Also, within the emerging industrial clusters, 
customers may feel more confident around using CCS and hydrogen from gas networks as their solution, with 
either traditional combustion or fuel cell conversion.  In other areas, an electricity led solution may find more 
traction in the market.  It appears that - as far as resilience is concerned - a key selling point of a BESS solution 
will be dependability, alongside carbon reduction considerations, especially in sectors such as the water 
industry, where maintenance of gensets at remote locations is more difficult, and with data centres and 
healthcare premises. 

In comparison with DNO-led RaaS, the difference in the value stack for ‘behind the meter’ storage solutions 
appears to revolve around providing a resilient solution that also provides site specific economic benefit (e.g. 
from self-generation) and contributing to Net Zero commitments.  On this basis it should be feasible to explore 
the opportunities for a third party installed BESS scheme to be upscaled to also provide a RaaS service to the 
local distribution network, subject to an appropriate commercial arrangement. 

Given the focus of RaaS, it is currently believed that the I&C customers most likely to be early participants in 
DNO-led RaaS are the Water industry, and I&C sites in more remote areas, for example associated with 
industries such as foods, agriculture, quarrying and forestry.  However, because the implementation of RaaS 
will be assessed on a site-by-site basis, it is suggested that Phase 2 of the RaaS project should include an audit 
of potential industrial sites to understand the role that these sites could play in the future roll out of RaaS, and 
understand the potential barriers or risks perceived by I&C customers. 

Initially, however, the roles for wider industry may be as Hosts for new RaaS assets, or Supporters using 
existing assets to deliver RaaS.  The Water industry appears to be best placed to become involved with this 
during the early stages of RaaS deployment.  If further analysis shows strong alignment between Water sector 
sites and areas with resilience needs, then the Water and Energy regulators (Ofwat and Ofgem respectively) 
should discuss how to promote this alignment.  
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6 Overseas Potential for RaaS 
The core part of this report has explored the wider potential for RaaS to provide local resilience in the UK.  
However, to develop a robust marketplace for the provision of RaaS, it is also helpful to understand the 
potential for adoption around the world.  As RaaS represents a new technology and new use case for energy 
storage, to consider the overseas potential, the project team have reviewed the scale and pace of development 
of microgrids in other countries as a means to indicate the interest and appetite for local and more dynamic 
network operation.  Global opportunities for RaaS will further increase the potential in GB through: 

• Increasing understanding of suppliers of the technical and commercial aspects of RaaS 

• Demonstrating a scalable market, creating incentives for suppliers to develop or invest in solutions and 
capabilities 

• Potentially providing elements of best practice for commercial and regulatory perspectives to promote 
the adoption of RaaS 

A wider international market for RaaS and similar solutions could also provide confidence in the UK supply 
chain about the potential for export opportunities that could flow from delivering RaaS in Great Britain. 

For this part of the report, projects and initiatives demonstrating resilience and microgrid concepts worldwide 
have been investigated.   

This section initially updates information on some projects identified in the RaaS NIC Full Screening Proposal, 
and adds a global overview on the potential for RaaS as indicated from activities, projects and market 
development in other regions.  The study involved desktop research and analysis of publicly available 
information from a variety of literature sources. 

 

6.1 Summary 

Reflecting the structure of other parts of this report, the main conclusions of this survey of international 
activity are given below. 

Need for Electricity Resilience 

Whereas innovation in GB local energy systems have so far been primarily driven by enabling the uptake of 
DERs (including community business models), internationally the major driver for microgrids appears to be 
resilience, as shown by the different projects/initiatives happening across different continents.  This greater 
focus on resilience derives from a combination of four key factors: 

• The case for resilience and microgrid technology may be stronger because many countries start from a 
position where electricity distribution infrastructure is sparser, weaker, or more fault-prone than GB 

• Relating to the above point, the UK has comparatively high population density, which means many 
other countries may have a higher percentage of people living in more remote and rural areas, who may 
therefore have greater dependence on single high voltage feeder cables 

• Significant numbers of other countries have a less benign environment than the UK,  more frequent 
extreme weather events, seismic activity or forest fires which can damage power networks 

• Many countries similar to the UK appear to be seeing the same increasing value of electricity resilience 
as their societies decarbonise, whilst in less-developed countries, the value of having reliable electricity 
supply for lighting, cooking, refrigeration and communications for the first time cannot be overstated 

Technical characteristics of sites 

Compared to the UK, this work found a greater emphasis on microgrids for remote locations such as small 
islands, mining communities or other areas not connected to wider power distribution networks. This appears 
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to be a global phenomenon, with rural areas of developing countries either moving directly to microgrids (most 
commonly based on solar PV) and/or migrating from diesel generators. 

Many of the UK industrial, commercial, campus and community applications that have been identified in this 
report are also recognised in comparable countries elsewhere, however with other interesting case studies 
such as eco-hotels in more remote tourist destinations.  RaaS has a clear potential to complement or enhance 
other solutions for low carbon energy systems and dynamic network operation. 

A further area of international interest is military deployment of microgrids, which appears to be dominated by 
the USA. 

Finally, it should be noted that the term ‘microgrid’ still has a rather imprecise meaning across the world. 
Multiple reference were found to ‘microgrids’ with 200 - 300 MW capacity - rather distinct from the typical 
understanding within the GB context. 

Potential adoption / deployment of RaaS technology 

The research undertaken for this report identifies significant potential for microgrid technology.  In Europe the 
current focus appears to be on fully islanded systems, whereas in North America, deployments are more likely 
to be grid-tied.  However, both are different from the RaaS concept.  A fully islanded system cannot participate 
in flexibility markets, and does not have the technical challenge of islanding/de-islanding.  Most grid-connected 
microgrids use CHP or standby generators to provide endurance measured in days or even weeks.  Accordingly, 
RaaS represents a practicable and effective solution to providing local network resilience. 

Given similar characteristic for industrial & commercial sites, the I&C opportunities identified in Section 5.5 
‘Industrial & Commercial Sites’ could also apply to installations in similarly developed countries.  Additionally, 
this work identifies that resilience of electricity supply in remote, but (currently) grid-connected communities is 
now seen as a key issue in countries such as Australia and the USA, and this is starting to drive microgrid 
deployment. 

In many other countries, there is growing interest in transforming diesel/oil driven islanded electricity systems 
to microgrids with high renewable penetration and batteries to reduce fuel costs, improve reliability, and also 
reduce carbon dioxide and other emissions. 

Potential for DNO-procured RaaS 

The RaaS project has been established in light of three key factors related to the GB electricity market: 

• The need to investigate new solutions as flexible and cost-effective alternatives to traditional 
reinforcement 

• DNOs being prohibited from the commercial operation of electricity storage assets 

• The ability for non-DNO owned storage to access additional revenue streams beyond the provision of 
RaaS 

Our work has not identified any locations beyond GB where all three conditions exist to the same extent, and 
so the RaaS project provides a unique insight into the development of the technological and commercial 
solution for RaaS, which can be reviewed and adapted/adopted by other electricity network operators.  It is 
Costain’s view that the most likely markets beyond GB are the EU, Australia, New Zealand, and parts of the 
USA, due to varying combinations of more mature flexibility markets39, restrictions on DNO activities, greater 
innovation and perceived demand created by remote & rural communities.  Whilst many countries are tackling 
the issue of rural electricity reliability, most appear to be less focused on the development of markets for 
flexibility services.  This means that whilst plans for large-scale investment in energy storage may lead to many 
countries catching up in terms of technology, regulation and markets do not support the RaaS concept.  In 
many cases, this is due to vertically integrated (sometimes state-run) electricity systems that do not need RaaS 

 
39 Analysis of DSO Flexibility Markets - project TRANSITION - SSEN and Origami (March 2019)  
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to capture the system value of storage.  Clearly, standalone microgrids which have no physical connection to 
wider flexibility markets cannot adopt the RaaS approach. 

 

6.2 Projects Reviewed During in the RaaS NIC Initial Screening Proposal 

The Sendai Microgrid - The Sendai Microgrid at Tohoku Fukushi University is a landmark project - amongst the 
first microgrids to demonstrate an automated response to resilience in a real-world environment40.  Although 
the microgrid used primarily fossil fuel to provide resilience (gas engines, fuel cell and some solar PV), it 
demonstrated the ability to provide resilience when power networks fail, particularly to maintain critical 
services such as power and heat for several days during the aftermath of the Great East Japan Earthquake 
(2011) which inflicted catastrophic damage in Tohoku district energy supply system.  The project also showed 
that for extended resilience provision, microgrids benefit from diversity of power supply, and that flexibility 
against demand is supported by diversity of energy storage. 

InterFLEX project (supported by supported by EC Horizon 2020) - This project is a direct antecedent of RaaS. 
Simris, a town in the south of Sweden, is the location for E.ON’s first microgrid capable of operating in islanded 
mode, with 100% renewable generation and storage, including both lithium and redox-flow systems.  In 
addition to supporting islanded operation under planned events, and with manual aspects of the transition 
from grid to islanded mode, the BESS provided ancillary services to the TSO in grid-connected mode 

A linked aspect of this InterFLEX41 project saw batteries being deployed as part of the French demonstrator 
‘Nice Smart Valley’, with the objective of testing the multi-service approach as well as different market players 
(DSO or aggregators) operating the respective batteries. 

Sainte Marguerite Island - Enedis, ENGIE and Socomec developed a microgrid with islanding capability based 
on two batteries.  One battery was remote-controlled by network operator Enedis from its Regional Control 
Centre, and served to guarantee the electric system stability following islanding.  A second battery was 
deployed by ENGIE primarily to provide storage for electricity generated by local customers allowing them to 
increase the use of their own power, however also serving to support the DSO’s battery during islanding 
operation. 

The technical aspects of this project supported the proposal of the RaaS concept, however, the challenges and 
recommendations from the InterFLEX project are noted, including: 

• Many stationary BESS business models are not economically viable yet, however decreasing BESS costs, 
as well as potential cost savings associated with grid connection fees and reduced tax schemes are 
positive signs. 

• Matching business-related BESS generally led to technically complex and expensive solutions.  Examples 
of this are dealing with different power and energy characteristics or requirements in regard to the 
response time from power electronics. 

• National, regional and local administrative hurdles were experienced during on-site implementation 
(risks, authorisations, environmental & fire protection, etc.) 

These factors, together with a range of other considerations, have been incorporated into the scope of the 
RaaS project, within the context of the GB energy market. 

 

 
40 www.smart-
japan.org/english/vcms_cf/files/The_Operational_Experience_of_Sendai_Microgrid_in_the_Aftermath_of_the_Devastatin
g_Earthquake_A_Case_Study.pdf 
41 https://interflex-h2020.com/ 

http://www.smart-japan.org/english/vcms_cf/files/The_Operational_Experience_of_Sendai_Microgrid_in_the_Aftermath_of_the_Devastating_Earthquake_A_Case_Study.pdf
http://www.smart-japan.org/english/vcms_cf/files/The_Operational_Experience_of_Sendai_Microgrid_in_the_Aftermath_of_the_Devastating_Earthquake_A_Case_Study.pdf
http://www.smart-japan.org/english/vcms_cf/files/The_Operational_Experience_of_Sendai_Microgrid_in_the_Aftermath_of_the_Devastating_Earthquake_A_Case_Study.pdf
https://interflex-h2020.com/
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6.3 Northern Ireland and UK Overseas Territories 

Northern Ireland: Northern Ireland is part of the Ireland Single Electricity Market (I-SEM).  The deployment of 
utility-scale BESS in I-SEM is accelerating due to high levels of wind generation and ability to participate in the 
DS342 ancillary services market, which is a portfolio of flex markets similar to those operated in GB by National 
Grid ESO.  This has led to significant investments by major utilities43. 

Microgrid activity currently appears to be more subdued, with only the first project announced.  As with the 
majority of other GB smart energy projects, this appears to be directed at enabling flexibility in more urban 
locations, rather than promoting resilience in remote areas44.  

Overseas British Territories: The legally binding Net Zero Target set by the UK Government applies to all British 
territories.  These territories are predominately geographic islands in areas such as the Caribbean and South 
Atlantic Oceans.  They also include military locations, plus other unique sites such as the British Antarctic 
Survey (Bird Island Research Station).  All areas need to address decarbonisation to support the UK targets.  
These areas currently rely on mostly the supply of fossil fuels to meet their energy needs, and indeed may have 
strong business cases for alternative fuels based on reduced use of expensive imported diesel and oil-fired 
generation.  However, the costs of deploying renewables and RaaS/microgrid technologies is also likely to be 
higher.  Many territories appear to be of similar scale to potential RaaS network areas on the SSEN network (i.e. 
populations in hundreds, thousands or tens of thousands), and may have significant potential solar and wind 
resource that can be supported by a RaaS BESS with grid-forming and balancing capability.   These locations 
could represent a further market for UK-based solution developers and consultants to sell microgrid solutions 
and leverage expertise developed from RaaS. 

 

6.4 RaaS in Continental Europe 

When considering the wider adoption of the RaaS concept, it is necessary to understand which European 
countries have regulatory systems that would potentially accommodate and benefit from RaaS (as distinct from 
those where a network operator is able to own & operate batteries in different markets).  In June 2019, the 
European Union published their latest update (EU Directive 2019/944) on the common rules for the internal 
market for electricity and amending Directive 2012/27/EU.  The following extracts are considered particularly 
relevant to the development of RaaS: 

(62) - System operators should not own, develop, manage or operate energy storage facilities.  
In the new electricity market design, energy storage services should be market-based and 
competitive.  Consequently, cross-subsidisation between energy storage and the regulated 
functions of distribution or transmission should be avoided.  Such restrictions on the ownership 
of energy storage facilities is to prevent distortion of competition, to eliminate the risk of 
discrimination, to ensure fair access to energy storage services to all market participants and to 
foster the effective and efficient use of energy storage facilities, beyond the operation of the 
distribution or transmission system.  That requirement should be interpreted and applied in 
accordance with the rights and principles established under the Charter of Fundamental Rights 
of the European Union (the ‘Charter’), in particular the freedom to conduct a business and the 
right to property guaranteed by Articles 16 and 17 of the Charter.   

(63) - Where energy storage facilities are fully integrated network components that are not 
used for balancing or for congestion management, they should not, subject to approval by the 
regulatory authority, be required to comply with the same strict limitations for system 
operators to own, develop, manage or operate those facilities.  Such fully integrated network 

 
42 https://www.eirgridgroup.com/how-the-grid-works/ds3-programme 
43 https://www.statkraft.com/newsroom/news-and-stories/archive/2021/largest-battery-energy-storage-projects-in-
northern-ireland/  
44 https://www.nienetworks.co.uk/future-networks/level2/industrial-academia-led-projects/girona  

https://www.eirgridgroup.com/how-the-grid-works/ds3-programme
https://www.statkraft.com/newsroom/news-and-stories/archive/2021/largest-battery-energy-storage-projects-in-northern-ireland/
https://www.statkraft.com/newsroom/news-and-stories/archive/2021/largest-battery-energy-storage-projects-in-northern-ireland/
https://www.nienetworks.co.uk/future-networks/level2/industrial-academia-led-projects/girona
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components can include energy storage facilities such as capacitors or flywheels which provide 
important services for network security and reliability and contribute to the synchronisation of 
different parts of the system. 

Clause 63 appears to affirm that, should a DNO deploy a battery for resilience, that asset would not be used to 
provide ancillary services, which strengthens the case for the RaaS model being applicable to the entire EU. 
However, it should be noted that the Directive must be transposed into Member State law and regulation, and 
as part of that process, it is possible that the final implementation in individual Member States may give more 
latitude to DNOs.   

Given the apparent absence of a directly similar RaaS model in the EU, and the current strong alignment of EU 
and GB energy markets, it seems plausible that the results of the RaaS NIC project may influence the 
development and application of the RaaS concept across the 27 EU Member States. 

In terms of wider microgrid activity, it is believed that the number of grid-connected microgrids is low - 
reflecting the highly reliable nature of most EU countries electricity networks.  Instead the primary focus for 
utility microgrids at present is on geographic islands45.  As with the UK, industrial & commercial opportunities 
for microgrids are growing - for example electricity network constraints around Dublin are creating issues for 
connecting new data centres46, and one option is for the operator to use microgrid technology to reduce the 
required size of connection, as well as providing resilience. 

 

6.5 Americas Overview 

The projects below provide a flavour of microgrid activity across the US, and it appears that the microgrid 
market there is experiencing rapid growth for both industrial and community projects.  

Fairfield microgrids public-private partnerships47 - Hurricane Irene in 2011 cut power to almost 1 million 
homes and businesses in Connecticut.  This was the main driver to protect and improve the resilience of critical 
municipal services through a microgrid comprising dedicated local generation.  The Fairfield project became 
the first microgrid in Connecticut, and has been operating since 2015.  It comprises a 300kW natural gas 
generator, 50kW PV solar system and 60kW CHP, can provide up to 120% peak power, and can be controlled to 
operate in islanded mode when the main electricity supply is unavailable.  The scheme was implemented 
though a state grant, town funds and technical support from industry specialists Schneider Electric.  A second 
microgrid has been operating at Fairfield wastewater treatment plant since 2018.  This use biogas from the 
wastewater treatment plant in a CHP, together with solar power, to provide heat and electricity to the facility.  
The microgrid control system manages the provision of power based on the greenest source available at a 
point in time. 

Similar examples are: 

• Montgomery County (Maryland) where a public-private partnership involving Duke Energy Renewables 
and Schneider Electric is developing two microgrids to provide environmental benefits and more 
affordable power as part of the county facilities. 

• Alaska, which is the state with the most microgrids.  One example is the deployment of two energy 
storage technologies - a flywheel and battery - in Anchorage, as a collaboration between ABB and the 
Chugach Electric Association to enable the integration of more renewables, including wind power from 
a 17 megawatt windfarm. 

 

 
45 https://guidehouseinsights.com/news-and-views/european-microgrid-innovation-focused-on-remote-islands  
46 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/energy-and-resources/future-of-30-irish-data-centres-uncertain-as-regulators-
propose-curbing-development-1.4588990  
47 https://www.c2es.org/content/microgrids-improve-resilience-efficiency/  
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https://www.irishtimes.com/business/energy-and-resources/future-of-30-irish-data-centres-uncertain-as-regulators-propose-curbing-development-1.4588990
https://www.c2es.org/content/microgrids-improve-resilience-efficiency/
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Siemens living-lab microgrid - Princeton Campus48 - Siemens inaugurated its “living lab” at Princeton (New 
Jersey) in 2020, with the intention of demonstrating and sharing microgrid solutions research with clients and 
partners.  The key components of the microgrid are a PV solar array and a BESS (1MWh), together with a 
building management system for powering the building.  These elements are used to optimise energy flows 
between key system components to maximise cost and CO2 savings.  The microgrid also has the ability to be 
disconnected from the main grid and operate in islanded mode when a power outage occurs. 

Panasonic battery demonstration project49 - At the Peña Station NEXT development (Denver, Colorado), 
another public-private partnership, involving Panasonic, Xcel Energy utility company, Younicos battery supplier 
and Denver City  Council, has seen the implementation of a microgrid with two solar PV systems (1.3 and 
0.2MW) and battery energy storage system (1MW / 2MWh).  The system has been operating since 2017, and in 
addition to peak management, the microgrid control system manages power quality (e.g. providing voltage 
regulation, frequency regulation, and ramp rate control to smooth PV power fluctuations) to support the 
integration of renewable generation into Xcel Energy’s distribution grid.  In the event of a power outage, the 
system will automatically switch Panasonic’s Denver operations hub building into islanded mode, with the 
building supplied solely by the battery, and with intelligent building control to used to prioritise and shed non-
critical loads.  The project is being used to evaluate business and technology models that could support further 
deployment of renewable portfolio microgrids. 

Resilience for US Military Bases50 - Several US military bases are combining existing or new renewable power 
generation with on-site battery energy storage to form grid-connected microgrids.  This combination reduces 
carbon emissions associated with the sites, increases self sufficiency to reduce utility energy costs, and 
provides a means of operating the network in islanded mode in the event of a grid outage.  Examples include 
the Fort Hunter Liggett in California, where a 1MWh was installed in combination with a 2MW solar PV array, 
and the Otis Air National Guard in Massachusetts which integrates existing wind turbines with battery storage. 

Extreme weather events driving power grid resilience solutions - The frequency and severity of extreme 
weather events is forecasted to increase over the next decades because of human-induced climate change51.  
This, added to the expected increase in electricity demand and increasing proportion of variable generation 
sources, form three key drivers for increased grid resilience solutions, and supply demand balancing capability.  
One clear example of resilience solutions implemented in response to catastrophic weather events is the island 
of Barbuda52.  During hurricane Irma in 2017, Barbuda’s power system was wiped out, as was most housing and 
other infrastructure.  Funded by the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and developed by the utility APUA with the 
support of RMI (a not-for-profit organisation), a new, more resilient power system is now being constructed on 
Barbuda.  This will include a Category-5 solar PV scheme and battery energy storage system to provide 
enhanced resilience.  Similar examples are being developed in Puerto Rico, the British Virgin Islands and Belize. 

By the end of 2020 there were over 6000 microgrid projects in the United States, accounting for nearly 32,000 
MW of electricity capacity and making the US global leader53.  Though this represents a small fraction (0.03%) 
of the total power generation capacity at utility scale level, the market is growing rapidly. 

 

 
48 https://assets.new.siemens.com/siemens/assets/api/uuid:fa47931f-8965-4ea3-a59e-c51034a11346/2020-final-
siemens-resilient-princeton-v5-white-paper-0720.pdf 
49 www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Energy%20Portfolio/CO-Panasonic-Fact-Sheet.pdf 
50 https://mugrid.com/microgrid-projects-mugrid 
51 https://www.theccc.org.uk/2021/06/16/uk-struggling-to-keep-pace-with-climate-change-impacts/  
52 https://rmi.org/our-work/islands-energy-program/islands-impact-update 
53 www.ase.org/blog/microgrids-resilience-yes-dont-overlook-their-efficiency-potential 
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6.6 Asia and Australia Overview 

A thorough review of the opportunities for battery energy storage systems in Asia and Australia was carried out 
and published by the Lantau Group in July 201954.  The following points summarise aspects relevant to the 
potential application of RaaS in those continents: 

• There are currently high expectations for BESS markets in Asia, however most countries are still at an 
early stage.  Analysts foresee quick growth, driven partially by improving economics (including an 
expected steep reduction in £/MWh costs for storage). 

• Japan and Korea can be considered early adopters of BESS deployment, together with the US and 
Europe, while Australia is also now growing rapidly. 

• The capability to provide multiple services at the same time, allowing BESS schemes to combine 
different revenue streams (stacking value) is also perceived in these markets as a way of strengthening 
the business case for BESS while managing risks. 

Australia is now one of the more developed markets for flexibility.  Commercial BESS schemes can participate 
in wholesale and ancillary services (e.g. frequency and contingency management) markets to stack revenues.  
Also, grid operators can utilise BESS to improve power quality in remote locations.  Australia possesses the 
largest number of storage assets in this region (estimated at 450MW with 1000MWh of storage).  BESS in 
Australia also benefits from strong government support, for example most Australian states provide support in 
the form of interest free loans or subsidy grants for improvements where people live on the edges of the 
existing power grid.  At such remote locations, it is becoming better value to provide power via microgrids 
(with BESS substituting diesel back-up generation) than to build or maintain extended distribution networks55.  
Examples from both the East and West coast demonstrate an increase in community-led investment to build 
local resilient microgrids and avoid the costs & losses associated with long distribution lines in vulnerable 
environments.  For instance, Essential Energy (a DNO serving most of New South Wales and parts of 
Queensland) maintain a 1905 km feeder that serves only 335 customers and over 160,000 km of power lines in 
bushfire zones56.  Whilst the most rural areas may be more likely to entirely disconnect from the wider power 
system, there may be many areas that settle on a hybrid approach (similar to RaaS) where a community can 
run islanded for longer periods, whilst also benefitting from a grid connection. 

Philippines:  The Philippines comprises around 7,000 islands, and is in the late stages of a programme to 
bringing electricity to its entire population. however, There are many small islands and off grid areas which rely 
on expensive and polluting diesel gensets with unreliable fuel supply, however, its government, together with 
organisations such as the Alliance for Rural Electrification, appear to be working to support the development of 
microgrids incorporating renewable generation for remote islands57,58.  The first and largest existing BESS 
scheme the 10MW system installed by Advancion (an AES subsidiary) at Masinloc in Zambales. 

For flexibility value stacking in grid-connected applications, the regulatory regime for energy storage has not 
yet been determined, however ancillary services are currently procured directly by the transmission system 
operator (NGCP).  Lack of established processes in dealing with the National Power Corporation (NPC) is also 
noted as a current potential hurdle to enter this market. 

Th Philippines therefore has potential for both fully islanded microgrids based on BESS and renewable 
generation, and the application of the RaaS technical concept where there may be existing, though fragile, 
distribution networks. 

Malaysia: Whilst Malaysia has fewer geographic islands than other South East Asian countries, it appears that 
many rural areas, such as Sarawak and Sabah, are turning to microgrid technology to improve availability and 

 
54 www.lantaugroup.com/file/ppt_global19_sf.pdf 
55 www.smh.com.au/business/the-economy/australian-towns-going-off-the-grid-20171219-p4yxvv.html 
56 https://pesap.essentialenergy.com.au/about/essential-energy  
57 https://www.cleantech.com/power-to-the-people-remote-microgrids-across-southeast-asia/  
58 https://mb.com.ph/2018/05/27/shell-advancing-20-micro-grid-ventures-in-palawan/  
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reliability of electricity supply.  One interesting example found is the deployment by MBR Global (MBRG) of fuel 
cells supplied by UK fuel cell engineering business Intelligent Energy59 - this emphasises the global technology 
base that the RaaS concept can draw on to reduce costs and provide solutions well tailored to local demands 
and resources, and how RaaS providers may use GB experience to access global opportunities.  

For grid connected storage, the market for BESS in Malaysia appears more uncertain.  Key themes here seem to 
be a lack of clarity in the regulatory regime, modest renewable energy penetration at present, and low 
electricity tariffs.  Transmission network expansion projects on the Malay peninsula are planned to relieve 
system constraints, so the scope for RaaS there may be limited. 

Singapore: The market for BESS in Singapore is mainly being driven by government authorities (top-down 
approach), although is in early stages of development60.  BESS schemes are allowed to participate in the 
wholesale market, and Singapore has the most advanced energy/ancillary services market in the South-East 
Asian region.  However, with its comparatively advanced economy, compact geography (with only a small 
number of outlying islands) and established power system, the potential for RaaS may be limited.   

Thailand: There may currently be limited potential for utility-scale BESS in Thailand due to low sophistication in 
both the retail tariff pricing and regulatory regime.  This is a centralised market with an extensive electricity 
grid that provides wide access to electricity and suitable power quality to industry. However, there appears to 
be a supportive policy towards microgrids to further enable access to electricity (particularly in rural areas), 
amongst other policy objectives61, with examples of industrial/campus and utility microgrids now deployed, 
using a mix of solar, wind biomass and small-scale hydroelectric generation. 

Japan: The combination of typhoon and seismic activity have led to a high focus on power and infrastructure 
resilience in Japan, and since the Great East Japan Earthquake of 2011, this has included more attention to 
using microgrids to deliver resilience.  One new example is the Mutsuzawa Smart Wellness Town, which 
features a grid-tied private wire microgrid supported by gas CHP and solar, all under the operation of a single 
entity (Pacific Power Co. Ltd.).  Any shortfall in power supply is made up by purchasing from the grid.  It is not 
clear whether any of the assets (or the aggregated microgrid) can or does provide ancillary services to the 
wider systems.  Importantly, however, after a typhoon caused widespread outages in September 2019, the 
town was able to black start as an island, with the town’s facilities also able to support neighbouring areas 
without power.  This model is seen by its promoters as highly scalable, both within Japan, and as an export 
opportunity62. 

For grid-connected batteries, the reduction of subsidies for solar PV installations seems to be driving BESS 
deployment to support solar scheme.  Osaka is home to a 7 MWh Tesla battery which can provide a back-up 
supply for railway traction in the event of a fault or emergency.  By 2023, Mitsubishi is expected to deliver a 
240 MW / 720 MWh BESS in a substation in Hokkaido.  This system will reinforce the grid to accommodate an 
increase in renewable energy from new wind generation. 

 

 

  

 
59 https://www.intelligent-energy.com/news-and-events/company-news/2020/06/04/intelligent-energy-fuel-cells-
selected-for-two-microgrid-projects-to-providing-off-grid-power-in-malaysia/  
60 https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/storage/first-utility-scale-energy-storage-deployed-in-singapore/  
61 https://doi.org/10.3389/fenrg.2021.591537  
62 https://www.japan.go.jp/kizuna/2021/01/self-reliant_energy.html  

https://www.intelligent-energy.com/news-and-events/company-news/2020/06/04/intelligent-energy-fuel-cells-selected-for-two-microgrid-projects-to-providing-off-grid-power-in-malaysia/
https://www.intelligent-energy.com/news-and-events/company-news/2020/06/04/intelligent-energy-fuel-cells-selected-for-two-microgrid-projects-to-providing-off-grid-power-in-malaysia/
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/storage/first-utility-scale-energy-storage-deployed-in-singapore/
https://doi.org/10.3389/fenrg.2021.591537
https://www.japan.go.jp/kizuna/2021/01/self-reliant_energy.html
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7 Summary, Conclusions & Recommendations 
This report has investigated the potential for RaaS to be applied to situation beyond the remote and rural GB 
electricity networks that are the primary focus of the RaaS project. The work has concluded that many sectors 
appear to be well suited to participate in or adopt the RaaS concept to improve reliability and support Net-Zero 
targets and ambitions. 

This section summaries the key observations from the study. 

 

7.1 The existing supply-chain for low-carbon electricity resilience and RaaS 

• A mature supply chain of companies providing technology and propositions including uninterruptible 
power supplies, batteries and generators exists; the resilience needs of specialist industrial sites, 
hospitals and data centres are being met, however, as with DNO resilience, diesel gensets remain the 
dominant technology for backup supply. 

• The main concern around diesel generators appears - for many organisations - to be reliability rather 
than carbon, primarily due to the critical nature and low expected run-hours of gensets;  organisations 
may look to other low/zero carbon fuel (this could include biodiesel, fuel cells with green hydrogen, or 
with blue hydrogen and Carbon Capture and Storage) or battery storage where reliability can be 
demonstrated. 

• There is significant potential for widespread uptake of batteries to support resilience, particularly if they 
are shown to be more reliable than diesel gensets, including as assets age; other resilience customers 
may embrace the RaaS model because it passes risk around battery condition/performance to a more 
specialist organisation, and there are further benefits/economies where other DER schemes can 
contribute to local resilience in islanded operation. 

• There are signs that both islanded and grid-connected microgrid technology is in the process of scaling 
for more common adoption - it is becoming cost-effective in edge cases like Australia where there is 
strong, predictable renewable generation and very, very high costs associated with maintaining the 
network.  In Europe, regulation is similar to GB’s electricity markets, which means RaaS could create UK 
export opportunities for technology and expertise developed for RaaS. 

 

7.2 The potential for low-carbon resilience in GB electricity network operations 

• There is high potential for improved resilience - the risks of disruption to energy networks from the 
severe weather that is now a noticeable part of climate change, means that as the cost of providing 
RaaS likely to continue to fall, the costs of inaction could be rising. 

• Combining the RaaS, Distributed ReStart and Microresilience concepts paints a vision of multi-level 
grid resilience; continuing the interaction of these projects will support this, however consider 
across wider industry initiatives is also likely to be beneficial to fulfil the environmental and social 
potential of RaaS 

• The costs of RaaS could come down and/or performance could go up if a RaaS business model can 
be developed that supports and attracts the integration of a wide range of potential DER 
actors/participants in local RaaS schemes 

• It is important to ensure that the full toolbox of resilience technologies and commercial models 
available to support DNOs can be assessed - different options and combinations of RaaS using BESS 
or aggregated DERs, conventional reinforcement or other alternative approaches such as DC 
interconnection must be easy to compare 
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• This study has not considered how cyber-resilience impacts the potential of RaaS - any system 
depending on ICTs for resilience creates new cyber security risks; however, the ability of parts of the 
grid to island and continue operating improves resilience if a wider part of the power system is under 
cyber attack. 

• RaaS assets may also provide new opportunities which contribute to wider policy, strategy or 
community aspirations. 

• There may also be value from RaaS (and the assets deployed to deliver it) that may not be fully captured 
by regulatory targets, for instance, avoided customer hassle from short-duration faults that affect things 
like timers, broadband and other electronics that may need restarting/resetting after a short outage. 

 

7.3 The wider potential for low-carbon resilience in the GB electricity system 

• There are significant and growing opportunities for companies with RaaS solutions, particularly if their 
RaaS solution is an ‘add on’ to other elements of a local energy/microgrid model based on primary use 
cases such as avoided grid import, participating in storage/flexibility markets, or avoided investment in 
larger network connections, with particular sectors of interest including: 

• Water industry 

• Industrial sites 

• Data centres 

• Healthcare 

• Defence 

• A plethora of technical options could be used to increase resilience, and tools to support decision-
making could be helpful. 

• Industrial/commercial sites could use their assets to deliver RaaS to other customers connected to the 
same area of the distribution grid.  This creates social value and could have operational value for the 
industrial/commercial site (e.g. keeping schools open).  However, there is a need to value that 
contribution to society, understand the additional costs that could be incurred and overcome a 
narrower focus on own operations. 

• There may be perceptions across the wider industry that would need to be overcome to lead to market 
growth, for example DNOs may need to overcome risk aversion to new solutions (both technical and 
commercial), and RaaS Service Providers may need to understand more complex storage & flexibility 
markets to achieve the full value. 

• RaaS is also challenging because it takes a more risk-based approach to resilience compared to 
conventional approaches to improving security of supply, such as network reinforcement - further work 
may be needed to create tools to assess and communicate risks and mitigation measures. 

 

7.4 Recommendations for further project work 

Based on the findings of this report, the following recommendations are made for further work within the RaaS 
project. 

 What Why 

1 Maintain engagement with Distributed 
ReStart & Microresilience; consider involving 
Open Networks Project and other 

DRZs and RaaS zones could overlap, as could RaaS 
and Microresilience, and this multi-level approach 
to resilience (top-down as well as bottom up) 
would require holistic consideration to identify the 
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stakeholders in discussions about resilience at 
different voltage levels 

most appropriate solution, or combination of 
solutions, across a given network area 

2 Examine the business case for RaaS at higher 
voltage levels 

The use of RaaS at higher voltage levels is seen as 
desirable by some stakeholders, but the business 
case requires quantification  

3 Increase engagement with the water sector to 
test the hypothesis of alignment of water 
sector sites with RaaS  

Investigate the chance to align two sectors to 
deliver better outcomes for their shared customers 

4 Further consult customer stakeholders on 
their views of resilience 

Ensure that customer outcomes are fully captured 
in measures of resilience, including capturing 
technical or societal outcomes that are not directly 
measured or incentivised by current regulatory 
arrangements 

5 Consider the international importance of RaaS 
as a specific proposition within the microgrid 
domain  

The combination of the RaaS technology and 
business model could scale to countries outside GB 
creating opportunities for the UK to export 
technology and knowledge 

6 Undertake further scenario evaluation and 
sensitivity analysis on the business case for 
RaaS to understand factors that will influence 
the cost and value of RaaS 

This will indicate how changes could strengthen, or 
impact, the potential of RaaS 

7 Further consider the interaction between 
RaaS and the move to half-hourly settlement 
and time of use / dynamic tariffs 

Tariffs influence behaviour, and any potential 
disconnect between grid wholesale prices and 
islanded generation & demand (whether under a 
RaaS scheme or otherwise) will need to be given 
further consideration by the industry and Ofgem. 

 

 

 


